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Arthur Resigns 
By Paul Stern , . plans -and he ultimately con-
--.celuded that his professional de-
Cliaries· Patrick Arthur, his velopment would not be. well 
effectiveness and attitude to- served by continued employment 
wards the staff called into with the College. This was a 
question, resigned-- during~ the difficult choice for him to make, 
weekend as direct.c?r of personnel and one made, I must say, with 
services at 1thaca College. courage. I believe he has made a 
ft.rthur had been afcused by wise professional decision which 
members of the Collete staff of will ensure a more fruitful career 
laying-off tw.o employees from for him. in the future, and ~as 
the personnel office without just done _so ·in a way to make it 
cause. Further, the staff claimed possible for the/ College to 
a feeling of intimidation and ·accomplish the difficult transi-
distrust existed towards the lion in personnel officers as 
personnel office of the College, smoothly as possible. I deeply 
and Arthur in specific. appreciate his concern· for the 
In· his letter of resignation to College and his w~llingn~s_s to 
Paul Farinella, vice pt-esident for hel~ us through this transitory 
business and finance Arthur per10d. He has my support as he 
.said, "I sought io ~dd' the sum devel~~s his own professional 
total of my experience to the plans. 
In accepting the resignation 
Farinella said; "the position 
didn't work out to Mr. Arthur's 
expectations , and satisfaction, 
and I think he should be 
commended for making what was 
.for him a difficult and painful 
decision. I am pleased that he 
has agreed to stay on until a new 
director is founa.". 
Lay-off Investigation 
There seems to be no 
indication that the College will 
re-open the investigation into 
why Eleanor Whitted and Chris 
Brown were layed-off. Spraycar 
quoted Whalen_.as saying "we 
have no plans to bring it up." 
continued on page si:z: 
I' 
K,ottke-Bromberg FaiJs9 
Next Date Deco 6 
Leo Kottke and the David 
Bromberg Band will not be 
appearing in Ithaca this Satur-
day night as announced last 
week. That performance has 
been cancelled and the Bureau of 
Concerts is planning a different 
concert for December 6. 
Concert Chairman Al Met-
~uro6Cxplained that the reason . 
for cancellation lies with Leo 
Kottke. '.'He refused to play with 
David Bromberg, _for personal 
reasons," said Metauro. That 
information was relayed to Met-
auro Friday night in a phone call 
from Jim Cramer of College 
Entertainment- Associates, the 
promoter involved in - this 
concert. 
That phone call came as 
quit!! a let-down for the Bureau 
of Con<;erts. One week earlier 
Metauro had received a telegram 
from Fred Bohlander, Kottke's 
agent "confirming Leo Kottke for 
Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York 
on November 15." Metauro 
noted that the telegram of 
confirmation is just as binding as 
a signed contract. · 
Costs for Kottke, as quoted 
in the telegram that confirmed 
his appearance, were "$3,500 
plus 30 percent over $12,500 per 
agreement." 
betterment of the Co!Jege's per-
sonnel services, but knowledge, 
t~chnical expertise and: experi-
ence !Jave not proven t:o be the· 
extra' arms, legs, space and time 
neeaed." 
Arthur indicated his willing-
ne_ss to remain on until a. new 
director .can be appointed. 
Hende.rson ~eets With-Staff; 
To ·Make Report Shortly 
Metauro said that once the 
Bureau learned of Kottke's can-
cellation, the entire weekend 
was spent discussing "every 
possibility imaginable" to save 
the concert. 
One of the suggestions was 
to have Bromberg give two 
shows. But Ford Hall was 
booked that night and the gym 
was too expensive. Metauro 
estimated that to have two 
Bromberg performances in place 
of the dual concert would have 
put the Bureau a minimum of 
$1500 into_ the red. 
Arthur has been ~way from 
the College all week and unavail-
able for further comment. 
Speaking for the -College 
~ministr.ation, Marjory_ Spray. 
car, director of the office _of 
public information indicated that 
there was-"riot much else to the 
letter." In ·other words, Arthur 
never gave any specific reason 
for his unexpected resignation. 
· Ms. Spraycar also -comment-
ed the President James Whalen 
applied no pr~ssure on Arthur to 
resign. --
President-Whalen issued the 
following statement concerning 
the personnel directors resigna-
tion: 
:·1 would like to say at the 
outset that· Mr. Arthur's resigna-
tion was an unfortunate product 
of a most- -- complex set of 
circumstances at the Colleg~ It 
is clear j.o me that the overall 
personnel situation has been a 
difficult one for- some time and 
may have been more seriously 
erroded than any of us realized 
prior to Mr. Arthur's arrival. 
Dealing with these problems 
encouraged Mr. Arthur to take 
careful stock of his own career 
R. James Henderson, called 
in by President Whalen last 
week to make an evaluation ol 
_the College personnei program, 
has said' 'that he expects- his 
report to be s·l.jbmitted to the 
President by the end of this 
week. · _ 
Henderson met with several 
people during his stay at Ithaca 
College. "I spent three days here 
and· saw a variety of people 
ranging from senior administra-
tive staff through middle man-
agement and supervisor person- . 
nel and a number of staff .. .! . 
guess I must have been in touch I " 
with an excess-of75 people." said : ... 
Henderson. He continued, "A 
large_ m_1mber responded to tlie 
public meetings, a good number I · 
either selected at random a·nd ' 
made appointments with or 
walked up to and interviewed. I 
attempted to find how the staff 
people . would concer;e the cur-
rent situation and- ask_ them to 
define it in their own words and 
I'll take that and see if I can put it 
in my words." · _ . 
Qne "in_gre_dient", as he 
called it, that Henderson found 
"that con:iprised the. 'existing 
problem was that "Right now 
there is :r grave concern about 
R.J. Henderson 
the effectiveness and the atti-
tude of the Personnel Office." 
. The -po~sible inconsistkncy 
in.implementing:_ personnel pro-
cedures . uniformly-··on campus 
also was an issue the consultant 
found. "There is a real desire on 
the part of staff for equal 
application of policy and employ-
ment procedure across campus." 
Henderson commented. J/ftll'------------------------------....._..· •,: 
· 10 This Comer 
---- . 
_. __ --A.Radiating DiscGv_ery-
By ~d Raker ___ :-- · 
.They say you c;m!t teach:old 
:dogs new tricks,_ru;id that axiom 
may be true in some instances. 
How~ver, a new applic_ation ·has 
been ·given· to .,two .'.common· 
scientific instrumentsi th~ .tel~~ 
scope and the spectrometer. _·· 
. -- ·-. -Dr. Robert An<lerson, asso~ .. 
ciate 'professor of chemistry'. at . 
.· ~~---·-~-
. _Ithaca _College· and. Dr .... Pe~r-
G.riffiths,· associate :professor of 
'.chemistry at·Ohio State UniY:_er- · 
sity; -h~v¢ bee~. WOrking:·OD--)l 
·system -~the connel!iioo' of: the_· 
- teles1:9pe_ ind s~t!ome~r) that' · · . ~- t 
1 
. will -remowly rrionitor··-~dU;Strial_ , , 
r·smokest;acks .:,the~bY:,_elimina-·.-. - . -f~;;;_> -. 
. -~~. t~f P~!!S :_of_ g:o~i to_Jhe_ -.. . . ' [Plu>to:by: Richard Mo-1'8!3 . 
- ·,. :-.;souree~·t!>: tne~-.hpw ,m~~ .. -- : .. _ . --., :-.. - . 
__ , ..... :·po°isoxds·_ip@k,at~ii_t<>'.ur)u,~\-· :_·_ ·· .. : ·' ·aohert'Ander-son · 
·.· ::.::: -. : ;.:.' ~d~~~'.\:,·.·~-: '-~- -"~ . . __ :..., ~·-_ ... ·: ', ··- ' ·, 
'•, 
' .. 
. ,_ :· : ... ! 1.,:..!:,\~: ~):;.1~! · ... :. 
Meetings·' were arranged 
with the staff as a who!£> on 
Wednesday and Thursday after-
noons. The coursl' of these 
meetings was an identification of 
problems and airing:. of gripes by 
the staff followed by recomm1en-
dations for improvement by the 
staff members. A number of 
suggestions were prE>scrited and 
l'ould be implemented as part of 
his report, he indicated. 
One staff member at the 
Thursday meeting made what 
[continued on page JOJ 
With no alternatives at hand 
after two days of exploring 
possibilities, the Bu~au of Con-
certs- unanimously-voted Sunday 
night not to present the Kottke-
Bromberg concert. 
According to information 
give to The Ithacan by Dave 
Murray, the coordinator of Stu-
(continued on page 11 l 
Undefeated IC !Bomb~rrs 
Accep_t Post Se(!J,son Bid 
Undefeated Ithaca College Divison 1Il football title when 
has accepted an invitaito_n to tht•y were edged hy Central of 
participate in the NCAA Divison Iowa 10-8 in the-·· Amos Alonzo 
III football tournament for the Stagg Bowl at Phenix City, 
second straight year and- will Alabama. The Bombers had 
host. a first round game at South advanced to the finals with a 
Hil!"'Field on Novembe"i-" 22. 27-14 semi-final win over Slip-
Chuck Kerr. chairman, de- pery Rock. 
partment of intercollegiate ath- Ithaca College coach Jim 
Ietics, received and accepted a Butterfield is extremely happy 
bid from -- NCAA tournament that his team is hack in the post 
officials Monday afternoon. season tournament for the SC-
The Bombers are one ol eond year. 'Tm just very happy 
three teams-picked for the post for our kids who deserve this 
se.ison· play with five additional great honor after accomplishing 
teams to be named aftr games nearly an impossible task in 
this weekend. Widener and gaining a second straight unde-
Wittenberg have also accepted _ feated regular season," Butter-
·- ·tournament bids. Ithaca's op- field said. 1"1 am extremely 
ponent in the first round game pleased that we will he able to 
will not be announced until host an opening round game in 
Monday: · IThaca." 
Since this game comes under -- The NCAA tournament has 
NCAA regulation, an1_ not the been expanded from four to eight 
colleges_' jurisdiction a $3 admis- teams this year and three wins 
sion fee will be charged. Ticktlts- will he necessary for a team to 
__ will go on sale Friday, November win the national title. Following 
14 at the Ithaca College athletic the opening round on November. -
office in the Hill P.E: Center, and 22, the four winners will advance 
d9wntown at Mayers Smoke to the semi-final competition 9n 
Shop and. Freeman's Sporting· November 29 . 
Goods. , ; To accomodate students 
The Bombers will enter the who choose to stay· in Ithaca to 
·competition with an 8-0' record see the game, the Vice President. 
·for the recently completed 1975 for Academic Affairs announced 
season. Ithaca extended its ·- that dorms would .remain open 
winning. -streak in the regular until 12 noon on Sun_day and not . 
season to 18 games with a 41-0 close at 12 noon Saturday as 
decision over RIT here last originally planned. In additionr · 
weekend. Tne- _ Bombers have sliouid Ithaca win and be the host 
won.19-o( thei~ last 20 i;tarts. team of a-game on N9-vember 29, 
Last year the· Bombers just the dorms will open early that 
-. -missed winning the_ national morning. 
/ 
,; . 
,, 
_._. 
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-Board Of He8ltohlnsi,~·CtS Co,flege Food'Se·i-viC~ 
I 
By Andy FriedmBD 
"Eek!" she screamed. 
"There's a cockroach in my food!"· 
"Don't worry," he comfort-
ed. "He won't eat much." 
Cockroaches in the milk· 
shake machine at the snack bar? 
Cockroaches in the food at 
the Terraces? -
When Tompkins County 
Health Inspector Carl Burgess 
inspected the Union snack bar on 
October 10, 1975, he found no 
indication of c!)Ckroaches in the 
milkshake machine. Union snack 
bar manager Dave Dalmat said 
the machine was not in use 
because of "a refrigeration· pro-
blem." And Director of Ithaca 
College Business Services Bob 
Howland said that for such a 
situation to exist was "prepos-
terous." 
True Instance 
The second instance, how-
ever, turned out to be true. 
Freshman music major 
Mary Walsh was "picking at the 
fat on my corned beef' on 
Tuesday, November 4, when she 
speared a-dead cockroach that 
was iying under a slice of meat. 
Terrace Dining Hall man-
ager Jeff Forcier offers no 
explanation as to how the bug 
got on the plate. "It was d~ad, 
hut it wasn't cooked," he said. 
"Thi:' corned.beef is cooked whole 
and then sliced onto the plates." 
Howland said he had heard 
of Ms. Walsh's experience, and 
was concerned. If she had eaten 
the roach and become ill, the 
fault would be Saga's. "Saga is 
responsible for the food served 
and the responsibility is clearly· 
iheirs," Howland stated. 
In any event, the Board of 
Health does not consider cock-
roaches a health hazard, as many 
people think. "They are a· 
nuisance more than anything 
else," said Inspector Burgess. 
Cockroaches do not spread di-
seases, he stated, and "are ~ore 
an indication of a problem in 
cleaning. '].'hey also _hang around 
dampness, not)ust food." 
Cockroacffes have not been 
the only compl,iint against Saga. 
Most complaints were dismissed 
by the October · 20 and 22 
inspection reports _of the lrn;.al 
Board of Health which rated the 
Union cafeteria, shack bar and 
Towers Dining Hall "accept-
able." 
Ther~ are 45 divisions on the 
Health Inspection report, ran-
ging from- quality of food pur-
chased to 'miscellaneous'. Only 
eight of these are considered to 
_ be serious violations. If a food 
establishment is found in viola-
tion of two or more of these 
eight, it has 24 hours to correct 
the situation or its Board of 
Health permit will be suspended. 
Time, instead of fines, is 
used as the method of enforcing 
corrections according to Com-
missioner of Health Dr. Irene 
Gaffney. The Board of Health 
exists "to point out the problems, 
improve practices and enforce 
the state code. We don't use 
fines because we believe one 
can't correct the situation by 
collecting money from people," 
she added. 
Unannounced Inspections 
Inspections are , unan 
nounccd and usually, last from 
one to two hours. All the dining 
halls on campus are not inspected 
in the same day, but each is 
treated as a separate dining_ 
establishment and inspected 
when Burgess's scnedule allows. 
The Board usually conducts one 
or two inspections yearly. 
The Union Report 
A few of tne problems 
concerning the Union cafeteria 
were outlined in an inspection 
report on October 20. "Poten-
tially hazardous food 'was not 
being refrigerated properly," the 
I' 
Howland confirmed this, and 
noted that. plans .are already 
report said. Further there was a 
plumbing problem in the kitchen, 
the ceiling of the storeroom 
leaked and refrigeration units 
were not holding their containers 
properly. There were other 
violations, but these were mostly 
due to the revisions made in' the 
state health code as of January, 
1975, and concern capital coq-
struction improvements. 
, under way to affect_ the repairs. 
The , problem, as seen by 
Forcier, is the two side doors to, 
the· cafeteria where students let 
other students enter by opening 
the door for ttiem. Peer pressure 
The Towers Report, 
On October 22, it was 
determined that, among 9ther 
things, the Towers Dining Hall 
needed new pans .and cutting" 
boards, fepairs in-' one of the 
walk-in refrigeration units, and 
needed to protect tlie food in the 
dining area more completely. 
The Terrace Report 
This area was deemed 'unac-
ceptable' on October 9, although 
by October· 28 enough violations 
hacl been corrected to warrant 
the "acceptable" rating. Grills, 
ovens, pots, pans, utensils and 
steampots were found to be dirty 
in both bakery and kitchen; 
floors and wall areas in kitchen 
were dirty and toxic polish 
cleaner was found in the dish-
.fOOm, where it could have been 
mistaken for dish soap. 
The· majority of the viola-
tions have been corrected and 
manager Forcier said "Every-
thing was fine on re-inspection." 
The problems left in all 
dining areas are due to new 
revisions in' the state health 
code, and must be corrected by 
January 1, 1977, according to Dr. 
Gaffney. · 
Dining hall managers have 
said the school mus~ accept that 
responsibility, including repair-
ing refrigeration units that were 
built incorrectly and floors that 
leak~ 
"It's not the case that we're in 
trouble with the Board of 
Health," he emphasized: "We 
have often been told we are in 
the vanguard of the county as far 
as sanitation goes." 
Other' Problems 
Another problem concerning 
the Terrace area has nothing to 
do with the Board of Health. 
There have been recent com-
plaints that the dining area 
starts running out of food around 
5:30 pm. (It stays open til 6:45). 
The food shortage here, the 
complaints allege, is due to the 
football, crew and other sports 
teams eating in the cafeteria. 
Intimidated checkers do not say 
anything and .. not only are . 
students cutting in front of 
others on line, but there are 
people eating in the cafeteria 
who are f!Ot on the meal plan. . 
Forcier admitted -he~ring 
such complaints, but said there is 
really nothing -he can do. He 
cited one -recent Wednesday 
night dinner when he stood at 
the beginning of the line all night 
and watched a team cut in line. 
Forcier said he j.old them to get 
in back of the line, "and they 
refused. I don't feel my checkers 
should be ejecting anybody, and 
I cannot physically remove any-
one from line, so ... " 
is what is needed ·now, Forcier ; 
said. But the problem has.grown' 
to such proportions that ~.·we may 
have to hire some type of police 
force to take care of the 
situation, which. won't look good • 
at all." . 
Howland reiterated these 
feelings1 saying "Nob9dy has any 
reason to cut in line." In 
addition, non-D_1eal plan students 
eating in ariy cafeteria on campus 
without paying is a judicial 
offense. 
Constant Updates 
The Office of Business Ser-
, vices is constantly trying to 
'update and improve · the food 
service if necessary, said How-
land. There is a Food Reviews· 
and Appeal Committee which is 
part of the Campus Life commit-
tee. "We need anyone who's 
interested, and it's the best way 
to get reforms," he fi,nished. -
. 
Those interested in becom-
ing part of the team that 
evaluates Saga should contact 
either Elliot Klein at 274-3288 
(x288), Bob Howland° or Leslie 
Hughes, at 274-33f3, (x313) . .-
WICB Loses $400 
ln--Weekend Theft 
Approximately $400 in elec-
tronic equipment was stolen 
from the newsroom and general 
offices of WICB Satur.day night. 
A citizen's b~d radio, police 
scanner, power unit and electric 
typewritr were discovered mis-
sing around 1 :30 pm Sunday. 
According to News Director,. 
Jeff Scheidecker, there has now 
been more thaq $1,000 in. micro-
phones, tape :r:ecorders,- albums 
and other station properties 
stolem from WICB since the 
be8inning of the semester. 
Scheidecker explained that 
HHe ...... 1.HLS I I 11:1[? II ..... 11111 IIINIHIIH ..... I ..... HtH ........ ~, ..... IIJJll ....... 1 .... 1 .. INlec..N .... II ......... 
the last person to see the 
equipment was a ne,wscaster as 
she closed the office. Saturday, 
night around 11:30 pm. _As 
usual. the lights were· turned·out 
and the door closed,· but not 
locked. A Safety officer 01 SASP 
member comes by later to secure 
ithacan inquirer By Cindy Schwartz Pbotosl,y Giupr-~ 
The Question: "What is your opinion of, 
the faculty advising procedure for stu-' 
dQ.n_ts as it presently exists?" 
Eva Heinemann, Sophomore, 
Drama, "It's very good- it gives 
vou .someom• to talk over every-· 
thing with. It puts it on a 
om•,to-one basis." , 
Bill Harris, Junior, Music. "I 
kn~ with my advisor he doesn't 
do anything for me. I--gues~ it 
depends on woo you have for an 
advisor. My advisor doesn't 
know much on what courses are 
offere'd .or what I'm supposed to 
take." 
Stuart D'Ver, Fresllbian, Dra-
ma. "I had a little trouble finding 
him, but as soon as I find him I'm 
sure I won't have any problems." 
Neil Easterbrook, Freshman, 
Philosophy. ''.I think it's pretty 
good right , now;! There --is a 
definite problem in ·that Unde-
cided students have advisors 
that are randomly selected and 
not on 'the basis of their major 
interests." ' 
f ._,I. 
~ ' 
... ..,,..,., 
. Ralph· Salamone; Sophomore, 
Ml,!sic. "definitely in my depart-
ment it is needed. My advisor 
has helped me a lot in many 
. areas. Not.-8nl,y in school areas 
1 but with my own problems. He's 
been more than a help to me." 
-., . 
Margaret Cooney, Sophomore, 
Physical Education. "Yes it's, a · 
good idea, students need it.' I 
think advisors .could do a better 
job than they do ·now, though." 
\ 
the building. . 
· ,. --/ · The matter is under investi-
gation by · head ·of Safety and 
Security Lou Withiam and Safe-
ty detective Robert Christopher. 
Station · manager Roge'r 
Chiocchi has- said "it's unfortun-
-ate that this has happened. As a 
re~ult we will probably be 
cutting back on some of the free 
'- access that now exists at the 
station." 
'Free access' is something 
Scheidecker has also been wor-
Janice Bell, ·Sophomore, Psych-
ology. _"I haven't· seen my 
advisor. I've been looking for 
her for a week. I think it's good 
when you find thein but. in the 
Psych 9epartment they're· hard 
to find." 
-ried about. For tfie first month 
or so of school there were people 
hanging· around at the. station 
who did not belong, he ·related. 
Seeing so many valuable things 
out in the open was "the perfect 
temptation." 
Scheidecker emphasized 
that there is a definite conflict at 
WICB, "We're trying to run a 
professional station, but we're io 
a student environment." Allow-
ing su~h openness and accessibil-
,.~ ity apparently incrr:ases the risk 
.{ -~ of theff. . · ; . ..... 
~ :·'' I , Changing the locks on_ doors 
· , and cabinets was suggested, but 
Scheidecker dismissed that pos-
sibility. fThere are still enough 
~liege masters to go aroun_~." 
·he stated. · ' 
David Vanwie, Sophomore, Tel- Solutions to the problem are 
evision-Radio: _"Pretty poor. It ynder investigation. The Office 
seems in the School.of-Commun- of Safety and Security is current-
ii:ations. the__Ee_ is . a big,_,,gap ly conducting a ,security survey 
between . what the Deans office . of the radio station and its Qffices 
and the advis"ors, tell you about . to determine--.-fhe weak points. 
the--ch~nge in require:rpents for Recommendation . w:ill then · be 
grl!,duat~~n.:;.. .- IT!ad_e )~~ carried_ out, - · · ·· · . ·-
\ 
' 
,,..-' 
·-:'\ : ' . 
-
····, 
~ tf.~,~~ -~~·~ .. r,r ~~dm•;:,,tt,'~(f ~~"..i!)~r.~'.t~ ,J .. ~! 
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•· Sealch Unde-rway 
ln,itial-'fe.nute:Report· 
·:Greeted ·with Crriticisms 
By Paul Stel'.D 
A- nine member search com-
mittee has been formed to begin 
the process of seeking nomina-
tions for a new Dean of the 
School of Music. -, 
Acting Dean _Craig McHei:i.ry 
is expecting to retire at the end 
of this academic year. McHenry 
had served· as Dean of Music 
from 1957 until retiring in 1973'~-
He was replaced by John White 
but· w~e·~ White resjgried · Mc-
. Henry ~greei:} to return· untif a 
. successor was. named. 
. . . . '-·, . '. ' 
'-
.. 
To date -.. a couple dozen" 
nominations have been received 
by the committee, Covert re-
ported. 
Job Advertised 
By Andy Friedman 
_· Futlll'e of tenure at Ithaca 
College is uncertain at the 
moment. 
The Preliminary Report of 
the Tenure Study Committee 
The college placed an adver,- was released early this week and 
tisement in the most t'ecent issue t.he committee has held several 
of The Cronicle of Higher Learn- open meetings m an attempt to 
ing announcing the position and receive faculty input regarding 
offering a job description. The their recommendations. 
job was defined, in part, as "an The Committee was estab-
experienced administrator . lished by the Boarq_ of Trustees 
-knowledgable in th~ area of· l~st Spring. Fac~d with J?redi~-
budget planning, ·counseling, tlons of a possible declme _in 
fund raising, public relations, student. enrollment and an m-
slipervision of curriculum, and crease_ in th~ ~umber of facuttr 
aware of current trends in becoming eligible for tenure, 1t 
teaching t~aining and evalua- was necessary to determine a 
tion." · · plan of action. 
April Deadline 
Comittee chairperson Betsy 
Knapik stated at one of the open 
meetings that the essential issue 
Covert expressed the hope is: "What is going to be the 
thaf the committees' recommen- procedure in this Collge for the 
dation can be made by April 1. reduction in force?" 
According to the rules of search The an~wer is tenuous. 
committees, as outlined in the 
Ithaca College Governance and Unfair Burden 
Committee Structure Document, Ms. Knapik said several 
the recommendation must be times that the feedback she has 
made to the ''immediate superio_r received is that the Board has 
supervisor of the office being perhaps ·placed an unfair burden 
filled." In this instance that on the faculty. "All the adminis-
would be the Provost. (ration put together can't teach a 
The final c!ecision is to be class," stated one professor who 
made by the Provost in_ consul ta- was questioning the priorities set 
tion w_ith the president. - by the Board in trying to 
Dean·Craig McHenry The position is to take.effect. discover a method of cutting 
on July 1 of next year. back on faculty first before other 
The search committee is 
chaired by associate professor of 
Music John Covert: Other 
faculty members on the commit, 
tee are; · Steve Brown, Jack 
·Bullock, Ed Gobrecht and Gary 
Broadhead. The two music 
stutlents are Kevin. Dirth and 
David Zfmet;_ th~ -staff. r~presen-. 
tative · is· Alice Bullock; Janet 
Slechta will' represe~t: the ·alum-· 
ni. 
The.Process 
The committee has tenta- areas. This professor felt that in 
tively set December 15 as the times of financial in~titutional 
termination date for receiving _stress it is t.he . administration 
nomination. By the end of which should be cut back first. 
January they hope to have An overall· staffing plan for 
narrowed the field to six or eight Ithaca College was considered to 
people, who will each visit the be of prime· import~nce, and not 
College to meet.with the commit- just a.plan that would, in effect, 
tee. make ·-faculty members easier to 
- .. g~t rjd :ei.. . .. .. 
. ht' mid-February ··oie Com- . . Ms. Knapik informed those 
mittee, said Cove-rt, wo·uld hope - at the open meetings that the 
to invite· the three· or - four Committee researched tenure 
finalists back to Ithaca College to situations at colleges in the 
mf!et with the ·college commun- northeast .. Specific information 
According to Covert the ity · After tpis, repr:esentatives concerning long-range institutio-
committee has sought recom- of the committee will go to each nal planning at Ithaca College, 
mendation from faculty members c_andidate's present place. of howe.ver, was lacking. -
and has sent letters to several employment for further scrutiny· It was not necessarily, that 
music schools across to the .If.everything goes as sched- the administration' refused to 
country "to g~t the information uled, Covert hopes the commit- release such information. In 
around so people will know the · tee cal)_ agree on ~ -final recom- many cases, they did not have it, 
job exists.'~ mendation by April 1. according to a committee mem-
W o 1' kS hop PlalinedAt Cornell For 
- . . . 
lnvestigatinl{·Ke.nnedy_'s Death 
The University Unions Pro- Saturday: November 22nd. 
gram -Board together· with sup- . From 2 till 4 pm on ·saturday 
port ·rrom Oliphant, I.F.C., November 22nd the film ''.Rush to 
Noyes - Center Board,. North Judgement" will be shown at the 
Campus Board, and Willard North CalUJ)us' Union. The film 
Straight Hall. _Board wilL.be was put together by Mark Lane 
presenting a fall four day pro- , which has witnesses to the Dallas 
gram on thesu~ject of who killed murder who dispute' the finding~ 
John F. Kennedy. · of the Warren-Commission. 
· On Thursday, -:November· · 
20th- at·7:00 pm and 9:30 pm in . . 
Uris Auditorium, .the filin Exec- On. Saturday. November 
"Executive Action," he is pre-
sently head of the "Citizens 
Commission of Inquiry," a full 
time research and lobbying effort 
in Washington moving for a _ 
congressional investigation of 
the JFK assassination and cover-
up. On · b_oth Friday and 
Saturday nite the.famed Zapru-
der film will be shown in addition 
to slides. 
utive Action ·will be shown. . . ·22nd.at Bailey Hall at 8 pm, Mark On Sunday, Lane, perhaps 
free. Lane will. speak. Lane, a with Schoenman, will conduct a 
. On Frid-ay, November 21st foremost assassination critic tes- workshop at· Noyes penter Stu-
at 8 pm, Ralph Schoenman will · tified -before the Warren Com- dent Union from 12 to 3 pm. 
be SP,eaking in. the Meiµorial · mission on 1:>ehalf on MarfJuerite . There is no admission charge to 
Room of WIiiard Straight· Hall._· Oswald. A.uthor of "Rush to any of these events which are 
Schoenman, an -author and re- Judgement," "A __ Citizen's Dis- open to the public. 
·searcher, _for nine years served .· sent,''. ,an·d with ·Donald Fre_ed, 
as SEcfetary to Bertrand Rus-
sell ... He ol_'ganized the "Who 
-~med l{ennedy" committee. in-.-' 
~n_glan4 , in - .1964 and :'The· 
Inter.national _War Crimes Tri- . 
·bunaJ''. in-Stockholm in 1969. - . 
;rn addition,· ,he's. testified -, 
b"efor~ the Rockefeller Gommis- : 
.. sion on.-CIA .involv,ement. on the·,· 
:JFK murder .. Schoenman's-talk · 
is entitled·: '. "Who -Did- It ·and 
Wlfr: · .,'.\n . Analys(s, of Power.'.;_·:· 
_ ·ne .will also.~~nduct a w~rkshop- · 
-t·~· b,e·h~id f~cim l(}'a~ ~O ·l p_m ai, 
: .~oye:-~Cente_r .. _Student·Uriion on··.: 
• , -- , r' - '..!: ..... , ,' , •. 
... 
.. : : ' '~ ·,: '. - . . ' ; 
·:i14..-~:·state Stie.e'i : _ 
• • ~ •• ' ' : I ' • ~ - • '. • , ' I -
: - ' . '· ;.:-,. .. .-:-~ . 
,. 
- ' 
•• ,:. 'I 
her; 
This then raised· what was 
considered to be an important 
question ... wbere does all the 
information come from implying 
that it is so bad to have an 
alltenured faculty? 
"The burden of proof should 
now be on those who want to 
change the policy,"stated Politics 
chairman Bob Kurlander. "if the 
School can establish financial 
difficulties, tenure doesn't mean 
anything anyway." 
Kurlander was referring to 
the fact that a school with no 
money or little of it is not 
required by law no? the Ameri-
{continued on page 111 
What's Goi,mg Orm Herr~ 
There will be a meeting f!)r anyone interested in working on the 
January orientation committee for incoming transfers and early 
admit freshmen on Wednesday. Nov. 19 at 4:30 in the Demotte Room. 
Bring your tray and join us for dinner. If you're interested but 
cannot attend please contact Chuck Riter x578, Lesli_e Mirken x735 or 
Dean Brown x136. 
"The Twelve Chairs," a film by Mel Brooks, will be shown 
Wednesday night, November 19, at 8:30 pm in T-102. It is being 
shown as part of the -Politics Film Festival, an·d admission is free; 
everybody welcome. There will be a discussion afterwards if people 
are so inclined. 
8:30 pm Fri. Nov. 21st · Cornell Folk Song Club presents Gordon Bok, 
from Maine, A wide variety of songs, including original compositions. 
sung in a beautiful bass voice. At Willard Straight hall Memorial 
Room, Admission~) be ·charged. 
The Ithaca Gay People's Center presents the works of Dor 
Budzin feminist artist of Los Angeles (formerly of Ithaca) in exhibit·at 
the center, 306 E. State St., upstairs, from 1 to 5 p.m. Nov. 20th thru 
Dec. 3rd excluding Sats., Suns, Thanksgiving and the day after. The 
public is welcome. 
A one-man show by sculptor Gary Wojcik will open at Cornell 
University's Herbert F. Johnson Museum on Nov. 12. The 12 pieces 
of sculpture and their accompanying drawings will be on exhibition 
until Dec. 21. 
Tht• Herbert F. Johnson Museum is open Tuesdays, Thursdays, 
Fridays and Saturdays fro_m 10 am until 5 pm, Wednesdays until 9 
pm, and Sundays 11 am until 5 pm. 
Pi Theta Nu, the co-ed social-service fraternity, will continue 
selling UNICEF Christmas Greeting Cards and Calendars, the rest of 
·this week. We open in the Union Lobby at 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. every 
day. - . 
.. The Brothers and Sisters hope that the entire LC. Community 
will--support UNICEF to give food, medicine and education to the 
world's children. 
The residents, st~ff and volunteers at Oak Hill Manor n~rsing 
home on 602 Hudson St. will hold their Annual OpenHouse, Bazaar, 
Bake Sale and White Elephant Sale on Thursday and Friday. 
November 13 and 14, from 11 am to 7 pm. 
The craft tables will feature-many handmade items, croche~ed 
blankets, booties, berets; washable pillows in all colors; wooden 
bowls; feather crafts; Christmas and boutique crafts; jewelry and 
some silver handmade necklaces. Fciends and residents of Oak Hill 
Manor ·are baking fancy pies, holiday breads, cookies and other 
goodies for the bake sale and many contributions have been made for 
the White Elephant Sale. 
Parking is available along East side of Hudson Street and on the 
3 parking lots of Oak Hill Manor. 
WICB-TV /MDA Bnuwwick Bowl-A-Thon 
EIGlfF HOURS of Non-Stop BOWLING frgm MIDNIGHT 
FJUlla\Y.,i?lt~ember 14) to 8 A. M. SATURDAY (November 15). 
' :Muscular ))ystrophy i!) a muscle disease th1t strikes thousands 
and sparea_none. Use your muscles to help those who can't. Here's 
how: · 
ENTER '.l"}IE BOWL-A-Thon! Bowl a maximum of 30 games in 8 
ours. Sponsors pay you money to bowl. 
SPECTATORS.WELCOME! 
PJease tum in youl." entry blank by Tuesday, November 11 to 
WIC~-TV. South Hill Broadcast Center, Ithaca, NY 14850; or 
Br.unswick Ithaca Bowl, 378 Elmira Road, Ith~a. NY 14850. 
A $5.00 entry fee must accompany entry blank. Checks payable 
to Muscular Dystrophy Association, Inc. (MDA, Inc.) · 
· EACH PARTICIPANT- IS TO RECEIVE A SPECIAL 
WICB-TV /MDA BRUNSWICK BOWL-A-THON T-SHIBT! 
A WARDS WILL BE GIVEN TO THOSE WHO RAISE THE 
MOST MONEY. , -, 
ENTRY BLANK 
-· 
name ___________ .... _____ _ 
-..--
a4dress _______________ _ 
age ___ _ 
shoesneeded?--------size----
/ 
' ' . ,., 
Resigna~or1i The·Rfghf~:-
Move_· At The Right Time 
- Amidst the controversy and ridicule surround-
ing the college personnel office, the College 
community, and the staff in specific, owes a thank 
you to Patrick Arthur, who rei,;igned earlier this 
week. 
Arthur stepped down from a job he had held 
since April 1. He stepped down at a time when the 
staff had claimed a snese of intimidation, a feeling 
of distrust, and a lack of faith existed towards the 
personnel office. Arthur had publicly been 
accussed of showing little respect for the college 
staff. He was directly questioned regarding the 
personnel offices' vagueness in defining benefits 
available to the staff. He was directly implicated in 
a deliberate attempt to get rid of his office staff, 
which witnessed the lay-off!! of Eleanor Whitted 
and Chris Brown. 
Not one of these charges has- been factually 
substantiated. At the time Arthur resigned, they 
were, and still remain, only accusations. 
It became apparent, neverthe less, that the 
effect of these allegations would ~e to render the 
personnel office helpless until all the issues 
involved were clarified. Until answers to all staff 
questions were offered, and satisfactorily accepted, 
the personnel office would be unable to function 
. properly. . 
The truth of these allegations became 
secondary, the mere fact that they were made was 
the most vital issue. The staff morale grew 
dangerously low; their confidence in the personnel 
office and Pat Arthur even lower. 
Arthur had every right and reason to stay on 
and fight the allegations. He earlier claimed 
several to be unfounded. It would not have been 
unreasonable for Arthur to try and vindicate 
himself. 1 
But he chose to resign. 
Arthur was clearly aware that his remaining at 
the college would result in a tedious, unpleasant, 
time-consuming investigation into each of the 
allegations made. It was obvious that as long as 
these suspicions were not cleared up, that the 
personnei office would be unable jo function 
efficiently and effectively_ as a part of the college. 
He was alert to the fact that until faith and trust 
was restored by those to whom he was responsible, 
that he would be unable to perform his job-well. 
And, in fact, it may never have been. 
Faced with these concerns Arthur announced 
his resignation as director of personnel. 
We endorse his decision. In the best interests 
of Ithaca College Arthurs' resignation was 
necessary. The problems that surfaced over the 
past weeks would have remained as long as Arthur 
remained in his position. 
This is not to say that the staff owes an 
anulogy to Mr. Arthur. On the contrary. They did 
the proper thing. They brough problems into the 
open. 
If there is a problem, the persons concerned 
should take all actions necessary to see that the 
problem is alleviated. 
The staff was not wrong in organizing and 
meeting together to discuss openly - their 
grievances. 
The ,staff was not wrong in taking their 
complaints to the president, or to the press. 
What they did they did in good conscience and 
out of concern for their community. 
Likewise, what Pat Arthur did he did in good 
conscience and out of concern for his community. 
Hopefully now, the staff, the faculty, the 
administration and the students can once again 
work together, for a common goal;-the betterment 
of Ithaca College. 
Editor-In-Chief .. -.. Andy Friedman 
Associate Editor .... Paul Stern 
Advertising Manager .... Jeffrey Snlkin 
Ad Representative ... Jim Sherrer 
'News Editor .... Toni Somma 
Sports Editor .... Marcie Gorman 
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Featur:es Editor .... Fred Raker ' 
Photo Editor ... .Ian Hanigan 
Art Director .... Bob Don ·.r,-.-_. · 
Staff 
Mark Arvisais, Robyn Cashton, Chris Cblt~r, 
Laurit; Costa, Stevan deProsse, Ginger Flook, 
George Goodman, Diana Longo, Rich Morse; 
-John Murphy, Betsy Pritch~tt, Claudia Rossi," 
Cindy Schwartz, Darry Searle, Diane Spiot'ta," 
Corey Tayfm, Paula W~ Vann Weller, 
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This ~e will be reseroed1 each week for' are limited to no· more tliat two ! typed, 
-'Your Space' ... a chance for you to say something double-spaced '[)age$, and must be submitted by 4 
any way you would like to say it. Almost, ·-No pm 'Jlu.esday preceding Thursday publication. This 
obscenities, please, and the article must be of r;pace will be made available as often ·as· there are 
interest to the general College,community. E_ssays 'comments. - · · _ 
/ 
The Staff And The·Union 
As the union steward of Local 603, I would like 
/ to take this opportunity to comment on recent 
statements-made in various issues of The Ithacan 
regarding the negotiations for the contract which 
has recently-l>een ratified. The contract, however, 
has not yet been signed. 
l It has been mentiQ,ned on several occasions 
that the College had offered a 6.1 percentlaise and 
the union wanted a 40 percent raise: It was not 
mentioned that State Mediator Charles Kaiser 
made .a_proposal of $.40/hr. raise rectroactive to 
July 1,-1975 and a $.20/hr. raise January 1, 1976. 
At the bargaining session for the above prop~sal 
the union officials were to take this package back to 
their union members and sell this proposal to their 
membership. -At the same 'lime, the College 
represel!tatives at the bargaining sessions were to 
do likewise and sell this_proposal to the President's 
Council. 
The JJnion membership met: in good_.faith and 
voted to accept this proposar. The deadline for -
acceptance of this proposal by both parties as set 
by the state mediator was July 21st at noon. No -
word was heard from the College until 10 am on the 
21st with word "hands down". This late reply could 
raise a question -as to whether the College _ 
representatives had bargained in good faith. 
On July 22 a strike was called by Local 603 
officials. As to the figures previously stated on the 
numbers of union members on strike, I wish to 
make these figures public. These are not "about" 
figures but "actual". At the time of the strike there 
were 14 union -members crossed the line, plus two 
non-union (due to lack of90-day grace period), and 
22 members rec;ognized the strike. 
Of the 22 members_y;ho recognized the strike, 
all were skilled craftsmen, who could go out into 
- the employment field and be in a competitive 
position. I dare say that the majority who did not 
recognize the.strike,_ could not seek competitive 
employment in the skilled1'ield. · 
As to "the - desired effect of stopping 
construction on' the campus tlidn't. happen''. 
(October 16th issue of"The Ithacan), I wish to 
mention that it did slow down the College operation 
to the point that a College representative mad,e a 
telephone call to the residence of a union foreman 
at 10 pm in the evening inquiring as to "why the 
Company is not performing their work on the 
campus."· The foreman· 'a;dvised the COiiege 
representative that he recognized the striRe, and 
would riot cross' the picket line. The College 
representative advised the. Company'foreman that 
it was not his strike and it was of no concern to him. 
The foreman replied th~t they recognized 
"legitimate" strikes and would no~ cross any picket 
line. As to construction on other parts -of the 
,.,...,·, 
campus, to the best of my knowledge all Union 
construction jobs were shut down for three days. 
· · In the October· 23rd issue, it was stated 'that 
the, workers voted to accept.the contract by a 23-7 
, vote. I would like to ·give the exact tabulation- of 
that vote which consisted of· 1 blank -vote, 6 
rejected, and 25 acc'epted. Mr: Joseph Lia, Union 
International Representative, who conducted the 
above balloting.presented a second ballot to survey 
the group if the previous proposal had ~een turnea 
down for one f two reasons: (1) if it was the money 
proposed, or (2) the union secnr.ity clause. He was 
interested in this information iii the interest or' the 
union bargaining unit. The .secret ballot~ were. 
returned as follows: 1 marked both; 11 blank,,and 
18 because of.money. ·. With the number of ballots 
returned blank, it leads me to believe that they had 
not been tutored by their superiors which way to 
vote, since in my opinion, it has been the practice 
for certain-people to be tutored previous to voting . 
In- the financial interest for the 18 who voted 
"because of 'money" as referred to in the above 
paragraph, the following tabulation of the wage 
scale of our neighbors across the hill versus our 
wages will give you a better understanding for " 
their reasoning:,-We all shop in the same stores and 
gas stations in this city of competitive prices. 
July 1, 1975 - June 30, 1975 
Ithaca College Cor!lell University 
Carpenters $4.45 , $6,66 
Electricians 4.45 6.66 
Plumbers 4.45 6.66 
Masons 4.45 7.16 
Painters 4.45 6.46 - ' I: :' 
· I a,m_going pn my seventh year:at,the c.ollege 
an I have never seen the. morale of the college so 
low as it is at the present time. 
In the October 23rd issue-of The Ithacan, Mr. 
Arthur, Personnel Director summed up the nearly 
four-month old ordeal as "a different process and in 
many ways unique." The situation originally 
reached a head fast April when the Union 
petitioned for the pur'pose of de-certification .. from 
the Union. Arthur had been on-campus only three 
, weeks at this time.$,:._. ·. , . 
. The above statem~nt is certairtlv summed_unfo 
a very true manner. The, four-month bargaining 
period has certainly-been unique in--many ways in 
. which the process has taken place. , ~ · -
' . ' . qyde/feeter 
flhysical Plant 
The C.oming Of_ Pf al 
Power For Abundant Living (PF AL) is coming for us to lead healthy; prosperous, joy.fillei;I, 
to Ithaca College! PFAL is a (!Jass offered by the victorious lives, then He must ·have given us keys 
Way Ministry of Ithaca College. The Way is a and knowledge to work with; thus· Dr. Wierwille 
fellowship of the followers of the Lord Jesus Christ turned to the one source of God's will for men - he 
for the manifestation of the more abundant life. began to work the Word, the Bible, like it has 
The Way iellowship is cemented together by, the never been studied before. -
Spirit Qf God, with each individual believer being After many years of indepth research: the 
transformed by the renewing of his mind iJ.ccording -Doctor put together a presentation nf the truths he 
· to the Word of God. Many lives that had been unlocked ·which is. perhaps the greatest, single 
stifled by the world have blossomed with the Bible teaching .class in Americ~ today:. ~h_is class, 
manifestation of-the Christ within- them, by the Power-For Abundant' Liv-¥g~ wi1Lanswer·95% of 
knowledge gained from the reseal'.ch arid teaching the questions you may-ever have had about G~. 
made available through the Way Ministry. the ·Bible, life, .. ,~o~ anythingt Jn three ,weeks :or 
The Way International began in the life of one teaching from 'tlie accuracy- of God;s Word, you ~ill 
. man, Dr. Victor Paul Wierwille, thrity-three ye~ be presented with the opportunity to believe the 
ago in a small_ Ohio town, and today lives in the greatness of what God .has m_ade ,availab!e~ to ~is 
hearts and lives of thousands of people across the' sons: you will b~ given the- ke:vs ~(j understanding 
country and around the world. It was in 1942 t~at . the depths of the Word of Goa, and ~~w to apply 
Dr. Wierwille began intensively and enthusiastical- -this to:everyday life, Those who'lol_lg, to know an.d 
Iy to-fesearch the inherent accuracy of God's Word; use the -greaf secrets of the- Word and who 3:'re 
attempting to get· back _to t-he simple ~ruths ana _ hungry to receive the po"Yer of' tJ!e Boly Spirit 
principles in the Bible that were operated in the .shoul~ .n~t mi~s. thll! dynl!~~ opportunity. · -_ \ 
Christian church of the first century· before·years For more-information abouttlie Way or PFAL, 
of_men's o"T d~ctrines and_ ide~ h_ad cl?~~ed the~ ple~~~,_co~~~~t {rJi~-,:~inistry's repi:esentatives ~(--
with complications, creating great dIStance be--- L"C; · -Steve· Krrapp 273-04Sa, or· Sue Watson 
tween God and men. - - ·. .' !_ ?7~· '.H47. _ Or fee]- free to join us at our op~n ·, __ 
· Dr. Wierwille was struck by _a .'verse in the , .fellowships in the Front Room in the Rowland Hall 
Gospels in which Clitist declared, ".;·;I am come basement at -8:00 Monday and -Wedile-sdjly 
~hat they migh~~ ~i!~· an~ tlµtt they -1!1ight hll9'e _ evt:;ni_ngs, - · = ' · ·• - "'- ·· • -
1t more abund~!~~hn 10:10) Looking ~ound . . , · .- . . 
.· at hjs own life'.and atJ;hose of felJow professing _ _ , ·;- ,; ... ...-'Ste've~pp 
. Christian believers, he became acutely· aware of a . ' - -: . 'Sue.Watson 
Jack· of abund,nce__.in all areas hof !fif~}Jysical, .. . , , . · :-_. __ -.i,·. ':.-:,\~~ · ~ \ 
mental; and spiritual. Convinced t at I UVl(,meant - - ,- -- . - ., __ · - __ 
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./ Letters. to th~Editor must be typ~d, 
double-spaced, .no longeT than one and one-lwlf 
pages an4 submitted to ·our· office by 4 pm 
Tuesdays precedfrig Thursday pub,licaticm. All 
letters must be s{gned' and shoiiliZ- include 
telephone and centrex number of author ls]. 
Names CAN be withheld upon request, btf:t 
·letters that _are not signed will '!!5!t be printeil. 
Jhanks Extended 
To the Editor·: 
The Brothers and Sisters of 
Pi Theta_Nu would like to thank 
the I..C-. campus for its donations 
to our UNICEF Halloween Col-
lection. The final total was 
$203.11. 
We wish-. to extend our 
appreciation tQ the Brothers of 
Delta Kappa who offered their 
.issistance. The Sisters of 
Gamma· Delta Pi also collected 
funds with ·us that night · they 
deserve our thanks also. 
Michelle Monroe 
Service Chairman 
Quieter Libraries ... 
To the Editor: 
The Ithaca College Library 
is not exactly the best place to 
get work done this year, as those 
who have spent time there know 
-quite· well. During the day 
sort of repressive measure to 
straighten out the library. It is 
not a plea to my fellow students 
to respect the right of their 
classmates to have a place on 
campus where they can study in 
peace. I don't t~ink that enough 
students or administrators care 
about this aspect of education at 
LC. 
. Despite the Ithaca College Bombers' recent 
.victorious seasons: many fans don't realize the 
extent of· their. expertise. Last week, the office of 
Plant and Equipment reported plan~ for installa-
tion of a new scoreboard equipped to handle four 
·digit figures, with scientific· notation a future 
. possibility. During this week~nd's slaughter, one 
student from. the upper quads-teported he had been 
listening to the game on the radio in his room and 
heard, "Biloings' kick is up .. .'. Seconds later, 
hearing a thump on the ground outside his window, 
he found one slightly deflated football. 
The concert· commission has planned an 
unusual yet exciting half-time show for the first 
playoff game: Perched atop defenseman Jim 
Szczerba's shoulders, the entire Mormon Taber-
nacle Choir will warn the Bomber's competition 
,, 
construction noise makes concen-
tration difficult, and at night it is 
overc'rowded with students, 
many of whom manage to create 
enough disruptions oy them-
selves. 
Even when the construction 
.-is over and there is more room, 
· the library will probably still be a 
place for friends to meet !1J1d talk 
and fool · around, rather than a 
place to study. 
I only wrote this letter to 
inform anyone interested in some 
serious booking that there are 
places in Ithaca where they can 
work and they are close by and 
easy to reach. They are the , 
This is not a message to the 
head librarian to resort to some 
libraries at Cornell._ 
Yours truly, 
Michael Zalkio 
) 
with their heart-warming rendition of "Run for 
your Life.'' Szczerba, commohly called "sir" by his 
friends, was seen during half-time last weekend 
with his pal Mr. Demartino carrying the R.I.T. bus 
· home for a souvenir. In that game the Bombers 
showed their usual superiorit)', winning it 42 to 
nothing. Towards the end of the game, Coach 
Butterfield brought in the second, third, fourth, 
fifth, and sixth strings, finally lt!ttlng the 
ambulance attendants and a few anxious fans in on 
the fun. 
· -Before the game .. R.I.T.'s quarterback was 
asked if he could pass a football. · He jokingly 
assured, "Sure, if I can swallow it." Many times 
during the game he was forced to do just that. 
Jeffrey R. Sawyer 
This is the 
last issue o/ 
the ITHACAN 
til Dec. 4. 
Def endinq Concerts ... Aqain 
Members of the Ithaca College letter contested especially rela-
community; · ting to concerts) ready for input 
by any community member at 
''TENURE H ·rnEY'RE P/Q(ETING 
AGAINbT 11:NUF::E !{ /, 
Happy 
Thanksl{iving! 
'"··l·am·certnin--that this issue .. ·any time, Althougfi'ItO.C. was 
of ·The Ithacan will be filled with in the process of planning a large 
considerable talk about the Bur- concert in December, they a-
eau of Concerts. Yes, they have ·greed that a concert with smal-
led many of us to another ler, less expen~ive nam~s mig~t 
disappointment. Yes, for the be a worthwhile experiment m 
second time this year, they have the inl.erum. (It must be 
promised and not been . able· to remembered in the context of the 
deliver. And yes many are losing abov~. that, B.O.C. was under 
or have lost faith in the·-B.O.C. I considerable pressure from 
will not attempt to defend them, ·many, myself included to deliver 
there are many directly involved and to follow anyone's ideas in 
who can do a much better job order to do it.) And so they 
than I can--·on this issue. · followed Mr. Brickman's sug--· 
However, I would like to point gestion, ,and we are now all 
out certain motivating factors in seeing the ~esult. _ 
this latest problem which may be Essen~1ally then, what we 
of some interest to the Ithaca have seen 1s the s~me that many 
College Community. colleges across the nation have 
'Several weeks ago: a letter seen this year. Whether a 
was placed in The Ithacan by ~once.rt cost !12,000 or ~-1,200, it 
TV-R major Lee Brickman. This 1s still at the mercy of the 
Jetter was subsequently/read performer's whims, and no a-
aloud at Student Cngress. I mount of rethinking on the part 
think B.O.C.'s position was de- of the B.O.C. will ·change that. 
fended-rat,her sufficiently at that 1 
time. However; as. I have stated 
repeatedly,· S.A.B. is an· open 
drganization (a fact that the 
.... , ' 
Sincerely, 
Samuel Milgrim 
. _footof ilurorast.llil 
. ·.·, . . . . . 
Al{ Smoker;• Suppli8e · 
Pape~bolind Books -
Pipe Repalt~ 
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·1·hcJthaca'n is here to brinl{ to the Ithaca College communitv tht· 
the most objective and accurate account possible 
of the events concerning Ithaca College. 
We al.so accept the responsibility to provide a vehicle /or teaching 
interested students about journalism. 
Any~ne interested in working for 
....., 
in any capacity 
is urged to atten_d a. meeiinSJ 
. \ 
_7Prnin Ifie (:rossr~ads 
, . 
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The method is an interesting 
one. A telescope - one used daily . 
by astronomers - is aimed.at the 
fuming stack in order to collect 
the emanating radiation. Recei- . 
ving the radiation; the· spectro-
meter analyzes it and separates · 
it into component wavelengths. 
The infrared radiation is mea-
sured and separated into wave-· 
lenghts-- by the computer-run 
spectrometer. (It is estimated at 
a cost of $80,000.) 
"We look for two specific 
things here," Dr. Anderson said. 
- "First, we must find out what 
wavelength (i.e. sulfur dioxide) 
is present. Second, we must 
know how much of it is 
polluting." _ 
The National Science 
Foundatibn is funding this pro-
ject which can be viewed in four 
phases.- Anderson was in charge 
of the first step which involved 
computer calculations._ These 
were necessary to understand take the equipment out into the 
how the instrument would re- field for true 'testing. That is .our 
spond.. The next phase is· to main goal. tod~monstrate that it 
determine the temperature of will work in the field." 
the gasses -coming out of the And that is th~ fourth and 
stacks. This is their basic final phase. "If we can prove it 
problem "because, as Anderson works7as a useful technique," he 
said, "a little bit of.a pollutant at add!rd,. "presumably others will 
a high temperature looks like a invest in it '(i.e. the EPA)." - · 
lot of pollution and-vice versa.... As a res~of the research, 
But I think we can solve it." · some of Ander)'on's work has: 
Dr. Anderson feels that qnce been published. Phase One. the 
the response method is under- compute-r calculations··-_ will ap-
stood, the, rest will be fairly easy,. · pear in nexLmonth's issue of 
However, the third -phase will -· Analytical Che1D1!1'try. Also, 
indicate just what the instru- last. June he lectured-.on the 
ment can do. In a laboratory at topic of "Molecular Stl'JlctUre and 
Ohio University, Dr. griffiths Spectroscopy''- at Ohio State 
and his associates are taking University.· 
samples of known· amounts of Concerning other projects, -
pollutants and ; looking at the Anderson said that nothing is · 
emissio~s (through the spectro- really in the, making but · tha_t 
meter) to see if they. can tell how · "more has come_ out· of this than 
much pollution is present. · just looking out at smokestacks:-· 
"If they are successful,!' The spectrometer is used in 
Anderson commented,'"they will many areas ... Our work can b~ 
$2,50Q Priz~ Offered in In Essay Conte_st · 
-Students in college or grad-
uate school have an opportunity 
to win a top award of $2,500 cash 
plus a $2,fiOO research travel 
grant in an essay contest on 
welfare reform sponsored.by The 
Institute for Socioeconomic Stu-
dies. 
Leonard ,M. Greene,- Insti-
tute president, said the· award 
will be made for the best 
10,000-word paper on the subject 
"Income Supplementation--A 
Solutio,,n to America's Welfare 
Crisis." 
A second prize of $1,000 
cash and up to 10 consolation 
prizes of $100 each als6 will be 
awarded. The staff and trustees 
of The Institute will be judges. 
The research program of the 
non-profit foundation of White 
Plains, N. Y. is focused on 
exploring possible reform of 
United States welfare policy. 
Deadline for entry of papers 
is · March 1, 1976. The essay 
contest winners will receive their -
awards· at a. presentatio.n cere-
mony in Washington, D.C. early 
. in May, 1976. While in Washing-
ton, both 'the essay winner and 
runner-up wiJI meet with ranking 
members of Congress in a 
symposium on welfare reform to _ 
be sponsored by The Institute for 
Socioeconomic Studies. 
In announcing the competi-
tion, Mr. Greene said its object-
ive is "to encourage America's 
students to thfnk constructively -
about the vast problems caused 
by the failure of present U.S. 
socioeconomic policy." 
Entrants' . papers, he said, 
Dorm 
Warmers 
rnay ~give c,onside'ration to such 
topics as an evaluation of exist-
ing welfare programs, ·tech -
nlques of income supplementa-
tion, and how work incentives 
are affected by• present-welfare -
policy and _how that might be 
altered by adoption of an incQme ~ 
supplement. · 
The Institute\- reserves_Jhe 
right to cancel the first and 
second prizes if, in the sole 
judgement of the judges, no 
suitable papers··are submitted. 
Registration forms and com- · 
plete information about the _stu-
dent essay contest -may . be 
obtained by writing to Essay 
Contest Director,· The Institute 
for Socioeconomic Studies, Air-
pot't Road, White Plains, N.Y. 
10604. 
/ 
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applied to other' uses~of the . He plans to return to .Ohio S.tate 
instrument . in . the fiell of . next summer for the field work. 
science." I . ._ ; . "I reallf e~joy i~t he ~ted. 
And£lrson, whQ.·worked with, . "rd-fin.d the worl(int.eresting 
(;riffiths while 9n ,his sabbatical even ifit di~n't hav.e the practical 
last year,'is presently engaged in _ value attached. But it's good · 
finishing up calc!Jlations . on that something will .come of it - if 
Phase Two - knowing the temp-· it does work out:", 
erature ot ga~s.es · here at I.C;.-
·-: , .. ~rthur ~e~il{ns·: 
.[continued from page one}-
- Jn reaction to Arthurs' -res- - )4-think· it. u~fortunate that 
ignation Staff Council in its it had to turti out this .way, but it 
meeting of November 10 unan- may ~urn out to be the best_ thing 
imously approved a resolution fo!' the ~liege and the staff in 
concerning. the replacement of the long run." Waite.said. 
Arthur. That resolution -stated, . Arthur was named director 
in part: ·~ light' of. the of personnel service . April 1 of 
resignati<>n of Mr, Pat Arthur as this year. Prior ~o that he w~ 
Personnel Director, the Staff the assistant director. of urtiversi-
~uncil asks- that it be inyo~ved ty personncl services at Cornell 
m whatever _search proceedmgs , University a. post he held since 
that will-be useq in replacing 1971 · . ' . : · 
-him. ~e would'. ask ~hat these Arthur se~ed as super~isor 
proceedmgs be~ prior to the_ 9f. corporate personnel records 
depart\!re of ~, Ar:th?t as ·not and systems for the Control Data -
to leave the directorship of. that Corporation,. in Minnesota. from -~ 
dep~men~ va~nt for too long.a 1961-1970,,..and manager of per-
pehod of-tllll~. _ sonnel and services for the 
Staff Council C_hairman Electromechanical Research 
Doug Waite commented that Corporation in_ Maryland from 
Arthurs' resignation miJ?ht have 1965-1967 
been in the best interests of the · 
college.' 
the Ithaca Collete Datlna .Game .,, 
The Ithaca- College Datirig _ the ~~dline for all applications. 
Game will be · returning ··to Scheduling for interviews will be 
Ctiannel 6 next semester. after Thanksgiving.~acation. All 
_ A new and improved format ... interviews will take place during 
will complement this year's..ver- the week of December 7-1~. 
sion of--the successful ABC Letters of accept_ance· and reJec-
television program. One major -'-tion will be sent out during the 
change is in the n-umber of week of January 12. -
shows;..,. there. will be '···tight :r . _ . '1:'he.~ _ Yl?!n~:·to .~f .liY,e; 
compared fo the four shown· fast _audience .for all ~hows. Tickets. 
year. · ' . will be available at the beginning 
Applications will be avail-. of next semester. : 
able today at the Union's inform- The Dating . Garn~ "~aff' 
ation dt;!sk for all those wishing to consists of Lee Averbach (in 
appear on the program. The: ~ndon this semest~r), Execu- · 
tape dates are scheduled for tlve Producer; Nanci Boruc~off. 
Jansary 31 and _ F~ruary 14 Producer; and Chuck Riter, 
--{Valentine's. Day!), Both days ·Associate Producer. The hos~ is 
are Saturdays. . . . Fred Raker,, and the announcer 
November 20 (the day be- is Frank Carpano..:..._ 
·fore Thanksgiving Vacation) is 
I \ l ), 
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COM_MITI'EE RECOMENJ)ATIONS . 
The· Commit-tee reconunends, -thai. tenu~e be 1 
retained for- those who already have been· granted 
' tenure status. · 
The Committee recommends that !ill those 
presently employed by the College should be 
considered for tenure as they become eligible. ' 
Based upon the ·present faculty size, retirem·ent. 
an!l attrition rates, the College could achieve 
approximately 86% tenure in the next five years if 
all those eligible are awarded tenure. 
The Committee recommends that allnew faculty,· 
appointments be in the form of two yeat"renewable 
contracts. No one should be hired with the 
expectation of reeei~ing tenure for the next ten 
years, at which time another review should be 
made to determine. what new policies, if any, 
should be instituted. Any'new faculty member can, 
however, expect to continue at the College with 
regularly renewed contracts as long as his/her 
performance is competent and the position is 
justified. If we assume that the tenure ratio will 
level off at 86%, approximatefy 31 positions over 
the next five years will be shifted to the two-year 
contract system. 
·-- The Committee recommends that the College 
maintain a comprehensive staffing plan which 
includes departmental mission statements and 
three-year departmental projections of student 
enrollments, curriculum changes, and staffing 
needs. 
The Committee recommends that as positions are 
vacated through retirement or non:.reappointment, 
they should become part of an all-College pool from 
which they can be allocated (the comprehensive 
staffing plan will be essential in making these 
decisions) to the departments with the greatest 
demonstrated need. 
The Committee recommends that the College 
consider early retirement as a means of expanding 
the number of new positions available. For 
example, over the next five years, lowering the 
retirement age requirement fo 62 would increa.oe 
the· number of eligible faculty. from- 11 to 27. As 
1 institutio_nal flexibility slowly begins to increase in 
the next ten years, consideration of the age 
distribution of the faculty should be a major 
priority. 
See story page 3 
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SoJl!mer Trainee Pfo2r3m§ 
- Available To Studenlts 
Undergraduates who will' be 
juniors, graduating seniors. -or 
beginning graduate students this 
summer, are invited to apply for 
the SUmmer Pre-Professional 
Traineeships at the suburban 
Philadelphia bran~h of The Dev-
ereux Foundatiorl, a· group of 
multidisciplinary residential and 
day care treatment, thereapeutic 
education and rehabilitation cen-
ters. 
Several summer trainei 
ships may be available at the 
treatment camp in North Anson, 
Maine, and at other branches and 
camps located in: Santa Bar-
bara, California; Victoria, Texas; 
Hc;it Springs, Arkansas; Scotts-
dale, Arizona; Rutland, Massa-
chusetts; and Washington, Con-
' necticut. 1A few continuing 
twelve-month traineeships may 
be offered to college graduates 
following the summer appoint-
ment. 
Those Available 
Traineeships for appoint 
· ment as: Treatment Camp 
Counselor, Psychiatric Aide/Re-
sidence Counselor, or Research 
and Professional Aide, cover a 
full-time period of training and 
....experience, and are designed to 
provide an orientation to multi-
disci'plinary careel" opportunities 
for work with emotionally dis-
turbed and mentally handi -
capped children, adolescents and 
young adults presenti1_1g pro-
blems of learning and of personal 
adjustment. 
Depending upon their func-
tional role, most trainees will 
have an opportunity for observa-
tion pf on-the-spot crisis inter-
vention and multidisciplinary 
treatment techniques, case con-
ferences, milieu therapy and -
social rehabilitation. Other 
trainees will assist in the behind-
the-scenes activities of the Clin-
ical Training Institute. 
Devereux is approved by 
the APA for doctoral inatern-
ships in Clinical and in Counsel-
ing Psychology: The Earl D. 
·Bond Branch of the Devereux 
Foundation has received accredi-
tation as a Psychiatric Facility 
for Children and Adolestents by 
the Joint Commission on Accre-
ditation of Hospitals. 
Tax exempt training sti-
pends of $200-$275 per month 
(about $375-$600 for the sum-
mer,) housing and meals, are 
offered to qualified applicants 
who are U.S. citizens, unmar-
ried, and at least 21 years of age. 
Preference will be given to 
applicants who plan to attend 
graduate school and presently 
seek a comprehensive training 
experience in supportive mental 
health services. ' 
Information on the Summer 
and year-round Pre-Professional 
Traineeships and applications, 
are available from Di:. Henry 
Platt. Director. The DPvereux 
Foundation. Institute of Clinical 
Training, Devon, Pennsylvania 
19333. 
Pre-Thanksgiv·ing Sale at· 
while ice cream lasts 
Prices Slashed!!! 
soc Sundaes 55c Shakes 
ws'rre open Mon.-Saft. 9•1J2pUffl) 
Sunday 2•4 and 8 1111111 
Michael Bond MemorialScholarship Fl11l:tmd 
DANCE 
Featuring 
Union Dining HaU. 
9pm FridayID 
! Novemberi4 
$1.00 admission 10~ drafts 
Spo~:sored f,y Carl]. f ~nRo & O/Jice of Campus Activities 
) 
The l~~.~~i~~•.1~~§1,~l-;·.,-
($(D'if($fEU aJVWOOC$UJU. · ~Jock_ $borts-. 
Music Festival 1~ 
This Weekend t 
. ' . '. 
Lee Brickman:· .. 
. ' - =~. 
The Ithaca College School of Music~_::: J · k Of A·11 
will host the New York State School Music·::: OC • • 
Assn. sectional All-State Festival on,:::: 
'p ''.,•:'I ~ .. ·' 
,. 
' .:. ~ '. . .. 
- --· 
Friday and SaturdiJ.y, Nov. 14 and Ip. i:): Trades 
Over 400 students from 60 high :;:: 
schools from Tompkins and nine sur- ~::: . . . . 
rounding counties will perforl]l in t~e ~i . ..E.~o~o by: Ric~Td Young) {\% · 
By Oarryln Searle band, orchestra ~nd chorus. They w~ll~~ For the-most pai.t, the audience of when it comes-to the department he.has~:;: 
rehearse all of Friday and Saturday, their ::: any radio station knows very little about worked so hard for during the past ·~: · · 
efforts culminating in a 7:30 p.m. concert ,lj\ the disc jockeys that they hear day· !n and year-and-a-half . .:.. "I think there are many r . Fantasia:-Walt Disney's classic fanta~: 
Saturday at W~ter· Fo!d. Hall on_ thetday out. They know what each D.J. people here who do not take full ::~ sy . film, has been _r4:-released~ t? the 
campus. A nommal adm1ss1on fee will be,.:: sounds like and_ sometimes they know advantage of what is offered to them. I \::: dehght of Ithacanli, 1t· 1s now_ showmg at 
charged. ($1 for adults, 50 cents for :: what they look like, but very few know think that in this day and age, you·can't ~:: the State Theatre.. . . 
students,_) . :; what is _inside a disc jockey's mind. . get the most out of your education without 1==; _It's- hard to describe what ~ff~ct a 
. Participants h~ve. been sel~c~ed from :: When the Ithaca listenin~ audience _both your academics and your practical ::: mo~ie- has ~n rou, when t~e movie itself 
hu~dreds ?f apphcat1ons submitted by :: tunes in 91 ICB on Thursday nights, from work at WICB-AM-FM-TV. _And on top_of :::d~fxes descri~t10~. Wh~t Disney has-d?ne 
their 1~7 d1~ectors: The three conductors :: 6 to 10, they're listening to Lee Brickman,. that, you sho~ld be able to work in both ~::with F~tasia IS to mterpret cl_ass1cal 
who_ will. work with the ensembles are · a cheerful, knowledgeable D.J. What radio and television. A person who works ~~:?Jasterpieces through ethereal an~~ateg 
David Dick, chorus, Pamela Gearhart, .. they~don't know is that Lee Brickman is in both is more.complete as a communica- t:::images. The film's narrator states ,that 
orches_t ra, and Edward Gobrecht, ban?. j also a serious student of Communicatio~s. tions student than the one who works in f =r~very ,?eautiful_ sound_ creates a beautiful 
D1ck,theguestchora_Iconductor,!sa :a TV producer, and director, a former onlyradiooronlyTV .. Iconsider~yselfa :::picture ~nd_ D1s!1ey_,dlu~trat~s (no pun 
professor of choral m_us1c at Mansfield .;. Drama student at the High School for the jack of all tra~es and a master of none. I f;::m~ended) .t~1s pomt .. Aside from a few 
State College. An Al_umnus _of I~h~ca t Performing Arts in Manhattan a~d a know I could get a job in any part of 'the f ~r1ef nar;at1ons th~t introduce t~e enus-
College, Butler an~ Indiana_ Umvers1t1es, !:::member of many prominent._~omm1~tees industry, because I l~_arned it all here." rmg_ musical _select10~s. the __ entire two 
he has had extensive experience as guest [:::: dealing with the structure of Ithaca · Lee thinks the one word that :.;: hours of this film 1s dev~ted to the 
festival conducto~, clinician and adjudica- \:\: College's Communications School. . describes him-. best is "perceptive". "I :~:; delicate, _intricate, and beguiling artistry-_ 
tor. as have Gearhart and Gobrecht, who::~: Lee arrived on the_ Ithaca scene !n think I have a~ idea of what's going on. I ~:: of Mr. Disney. . -
are on the Ithaca College faculty. ~r~. ;:::January, 1974 with a fine background m try to analyze a situation and learn from ~:: . The most- amazmg c~ncept (oth~r 
Gearhart came to the School of Music m :;::Drama and radio. "I got my first exposure my mistakes. That's what this business is ~::than the sheer beauty of Disney's art) is_ 
September, after teaching at the Univer- :::;to radio when I-was at summer camp. all about." :fhis perfect synchronization between the 
sity of Buffalo for over ten . years and· ::::They had a little five-watt ~arrier-current As for Lee Brickman, the disc jocKey:, {::: movements of a character (a cupid, a 
Gobrecht h~s ta~ght at Ithaca since 1962; ;:\:station there that was run by an I.C. he is analytical l).pout .his, profession as ;:f";in&'ed horse, or Zeus) and th_e f«;>r':11 of the 
Gobrecht 1s director of the Colleges ::::grad," said Lee in his four-room Garden well: "I don't want ·to be .. obnoxious. ;~:music. The thought of how much time and 
Conrert Band, 'Mrs. Gearhart of the ]:\:apartment on-the Ithaca College campus. When I hear an obnoxious jock, I j~st turn ;~: e!fort went. into_ the _exact sync_hron!za-. 
CollegeOrchestras. 1 .::::"I continued to D.J. when I was at the radio off;..-' I would like to··try to:;tlon, coupled with the enormous.:_tlme_· 
The event will doubtless bring back :\:\ Rockland Community College, so I had a· educate the people· .tnwards the m11sic I ( . Disney m~st have· taken to complete his 
to Ithacans memories of d?zens of school \:(: little experience ":hen I_ got to Ithaca." - play. I learned tha~ from my days as a : j art_wo~k,, 1s awesome to· s~y · the leas!. 
buses parked around DeWitt Park for the··::; Before all of his rad10 work, however, progressive jock." : . Th1$ film, more th~n a_ny·D1sney film Ive 
many All-State competitions held at the :=: Lee lived in the New York City borough-of Lately, Lee has speni a-great deal of : : s!en, ,n~es the viewer ac~tely aw~~ _of 
College's downtown Ithaca location. ::::Queens.. While attending elementary time in television, working·as an intern at : : his superior talent artd of ~1s perfect10mst 
:;;;;;;;;;;;.;;:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::: ::::school, he was (by his own admission) ''a WBNG-TV, Birighamton, as well as at :.:;streak. 
6 II Wh }cla!is clown and a bit of a troublemaker." WICB-TV. "Ithink°I might go into TV as 1·=· A~ongthe_class\~al nu1:1_bers is "The Te Me ere :::=I~ seemed th~t ~ee. was_ spendin_g more a career,'but I'm in the .. c~mm,unic~~ions ::Dance of the J:Iours ... familiar to A!Jan 
H t 9 ::::time in the Prmc1pal s <1ff1ce. than_m class, industry, which means radio as well . , :;Sherman fans as Camp ~ran~da . It UI' S -· :;::which led to a slight.dilemma at home. "I People look up to Lee ·Brickman. · ':/1nother, ll!ore P~pular- scene·1s Disney's 
"'om ·ng Monday :;:;remember one ti~e when I was in the fifth They have since he walked onto the "Ithaca i:: 1~te.~preta~1on of Sorcerer: and, Appren-
v I ]:):grade and I_ wanted a tape .rec?rd,er. It campus and _got a radio _show' his· fourth ~::t1ce .. Mickey Mou_se, Disney s trade-
. , :;:;c,ost about forty dollars and J d1dn,.t ha_ve day here. They show 1t now, because ':::mark, 1s.-t~e appr~ntic? who borrows the 
__ • . Mon~~Y n!ght at 8 pm. The ':\'?mens ::::enough money. My dad made a deal with younger communications students take !:::sorcerers_ cap, c~~~ a s~ell on a broo~-
F1lm Ser_1es_w1ll presen~.!ay Kamn s 1974 ::~me, however. He said that for every day I their -questions to him. "That is . tho :·::a~d has _it car~y. hi~. w~~er _buckets fo.r, 
award·,;-1?mng drama, !~ll Me- Where It :=::stayed out of the principal's office, he greatest_ feeling, to kripw .that someone fhlJJl. T~mgs get.a l!ttle.out· o~ hand·.and -
H~rts . .1 he feat~r~. origmally produced :::: would give me a dollar. So, I stayed out of thinks you are knowledgeable-enough to·~:: poor Mu;key gets m over his head -· 
f?r CBS Tele~iswn, stars ~aureen ;:;: the principal's office for forty days in a help them out. I hope I can always hclp" }/ lit~~ally, . as well as _fi~rativ~ly :. · T~~ ·: 
St?pleton as ~ m1ddleaged_ housew1f_e who -::;: row and got my tape recorder!" someone out." . _ .. - :::: audience mvolvement 1s mtense as oohs , 
pa1n~ully begms to exa~ne her hf~ by :;:: - It se~ms that Lee learned his lesson , . It is obvious that when Lee Brickman :::· "ahs" • and bursts of laughter spill foI,"th---" 
turning a hostess part~ mto a ·conscious- ]:(: for good; now, when he's in the Dean's leaves Ithaca College jn December, his ~~!rorn the ~!sles .. Beethoven's symphony 
ness group. P~ul S~rvmo co-stars a_s her :::: office, it's usually t~ help, plan the guidance and leadership will' be missed .. - f:: 'Pastorale dep1c~s a_ sce~e s~ h_eavenly 
husband. The flln_i will be presented l!J the :::: Commu_nications School curriculum or to So, the next time you turn on your radio ~~that after experiencmg-_ it, one would 
Cros.sroads, and 1s fre: an~, open ~o t~e ::::work-on a fund.raising drive, such as the on a Thursday nighti you'll .know that~=: probably be disillusioned at a conventional 
public. 1:he Womens Film S_e~1es is] "Rod Serling Professorship Fund", which there's a. unique person spinning l;hose :\~: pa~a~\se. Tchaikovsky's "Nutcrac~er 
co:sponsored by ~heiCIIS, H~mamt1es and :::: he has been. helping with for t~~ -past records. And if you listen carefully, you'll:::: S~1~e · has ~hosphore~cent nymphhke. · 
Sciences, Educat10n and Soc10logy depart- ···several weeks. - . learn something, too. . :~: fames _awak~nmg nature_ at d~~n;_ a to~ch 
men ts of Ithaca Coll~ge. _ Lee has. some astute observat1on.s - ··- -,,.L.... :::: of t~e1r ra~1ant fingertips brmgs shun-
ICKEY' 
MUSI_C STOR 
2v I S. TIOGA ST. 
ITHACA. N.Y. 
272-8262 
N o,w----guitars. 
- banjoes and records 
Tuesday thru -Saturday 5 P.m. ,a I a.m. 
. / -
_ Dinners Served 6:00-8:30 . 
· Rosorvalion, lleque,ted- 539-772f 
GIINUOUS COCll'i'AIUI 
GUA-'l'FOOe 
.... AXING ATIIOD_II 
- QUELQUES SPECIALITES 
TERRINE DE FOIE GRAS TRUFFE 
ESCARGOTS DE ~OURGOGNE 
SAUCISSON A L'AIL 
---·-oNiON soup GRA,:INEE-OR VICHYSSOISE 
TOURNEDOS BEARNAISE 
DUCKLING FLAMBE 
•,, 
•• 
. , c. 11, :::: mermg deworops to plants and flowers: 
'$\'f\\\..1a. ~ · :;:; · Fantas~ presents a problem I have 
1f ·=:=: not encountered before in. reviewing_ 
:::: movies. Try as I will, there are ~o 
:::: adjectives, metiwhors;'"or phrases that 
;::: can· accurately describe this film. It is, in-
. :::: all sincerity. a mm that must be 
1: "experienced". Although it's ·not the very 
:::: best.film I've ever-seen, Fantasia is, to'my 
:::; knoVl-'.'ledge,. a unique form of cinema. - If 
::;: this"is not accurate, suffice it to say that it 
:(:( is far from an -ordinary film and -it 
:::: incorporates a_ lot 9f innovative and 
::;: creatiye ideas in· it. For a motion" picture 
:::: to-·-have ·such wide appeal with not qne 
;::: human "star" in it, . and practically, _no 
::;: dialogue, is a feat in' itseif.' - . . . 
;:;: Originally released µi the I940's, the 
:::: continuing popularity ,of thi_s art piece 
:::: bea_rs. witness tel its timeliness. · It appeals 
;:~ to all ages, a~d has for ov~~ th~ee decades .. 
·=·: Fantasia·is a ,:;l~_ic _aµd a'.fittinghomage 
· .to·the creative ge!lius of WaWDis!!ey. 
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.-: By Jay Bobbin 
-'.:;-
Clauilliie' ifa love 'story, a comedy, a poignant 
and touching drama about· blacks in America 
today •.. Claudine is J:'.eally something special. When 
a widowed maid with six children falls in love with 
a carefree,. divorced garbage man, the situation 
becomes more complicated than anyone antici-
-, pates. The kids.get in varjous sorts-of trouble, the 
garbage man isn't sure he want_s another marriage 
(he's alrea_dy been thr~ugh two), and the mother 
tries. desperately to _ban~ onto her welfare ~hecks 
. while under the scrutiny of a nosey. social worker. 
· Diahann Carroll received a· very-deserved 
Academy Award nomination in the title role; she 
plays it· expertly wiµt compassion. and strength. 
James Earl Jones. is a very lovable partner-in-
romance for her, and he stands out in one scene in 
which_ he faces the snippy' social worker. Having 
· been asked who he is, he replies, "Simpson X'. 
You've heard of Malcolm X--I'm Simpson~-·" 'The· 
six young people who-portray Claudine's children 
are quite r~markable, also; You may wind up 
tapping ·your feet to the musical score, written by 
· Curtis Mayfield a.Jl<! performed by Gladys Knight 
and the Pips. (If you've heard the song ·"On and 
On," y_ou"'might not be aware that it came from this 
film.) Director John -Berry also gives a 
contemporary perspective on black life in America, 
centering the -story around everyday people who 
could dwell in any large city. -In a word, Claudine is 
beautiful. · 
/ 
lffiACA-HAPPENINGS 
This week on. Ithaca Happenings, host Rich 
· Turkel talks with Skip Landen, a professor in 
Cinema Studies at Ithaca_ College. They· will be 
discussing the newly-created Rod Serling profes-
sorship fund and the movie, The Sunshine Boys. 
Ithaca i,_appenings ·is heard --·on 91 ICB Sunday 
ev_enings fro_m 6:30 to 7. 
RECOL~ECTIONS 
Recollections, Ithaca's number one oldies 
-· show, is breaking all' sorts of records when it comes 
to telephone requests. You too can request solid. 
gold hits every Sunday night from 10 to 2 over 
WICB:AM 61 and 91 ICB (FM). Host Chuck 
Reynolds and a team of telephone operators are 
standing by to get your Recollections on the air 
each Sunday. 
.AMERICAN TOP 40 
Each week, Casey'Kasem and WICB radio get 
together to bring you the top 40 tunes in America. 
American Top 40, the nationally,reknowned music 
show, American Top 40 is heard Sundays ·on 
WICB:AM 61 from 1 to 4, and on 91 ICB from 7 to 
10 pm. 
WICB CONCERT HALL . 
The WICB Concert Hall is heard on Sunday 
mornings from 7 to 9 am on 91 ICB. This week, 
host David Ginder will feature the Concerto in D 
Major for violin and orchestra by Ludwig van 
Beethoven. Soloist Zino Francescatti and the 
Columbia,Symphony Orchestra will perform. 
WOMAN, WOMAN 
This week, Woman, Woman w:!I feature an 
interview with LC. Professor Deirdre Silverman. 
The interview concerns women's roles and 
harassment.· Be sure to tune to WICB AM 61 this 
Saturday afternoon from 5 to 6 for Woman, Woman 
with hostessess_Jill Friedman and Sue Kaye. 
VIBES OF SOUL 
.Hey brothers and sisters, ,what's happening? 
Host Randy Riley and WICB AM 6l's Vibes·of-Soul 
let you know what's happening ... at least as far as 
soul music is concerned. The show features the 
best in disco and all the other forms of soul. Vibes 
of Soul, every Friday evening from 6 to 10, only on 
WICB-AM 61. -
MARVEL COMICS 
The adventures of The Fantastic Four have 
come to WICB-AM 61. The famed Marvel Comics 
heroes bring their exciting episodes to the 
airwaves each weeknight at eleven. The 
weeknight adventures are five minutes in length. 
The whole week's episodes can then be heard 
Sunday evenings from 7 to 7:25 on WICB-AM 61. 
THE LOGO CONTEST 
The Public Relations Department of WICB 
Radio is sponsoring a Logo Design contest. 
Anyone c"an enter. Just think up, layout, and 
design a brand new logo for WICB-AM 61. Anyone 
with questions regarding the Jogo contest should 
call Steve Buis, at 274-3216. A prize will be 
awarded to the best logo's designer. 
Francois Truffaut is_ among the foremost· 
French directors in the cinematic world. Day for 
Night is . his personal tribute to the art of 
moviemaking; it is the story of a movie being made, 
and the relationships, the tensions, and the events , 
that arise front.it: J acqueiinc Bisset-stars as tlie . 
young actress. in the .film-_within-'the-film', with 
Truffaut portraying the director (perfect casting, 
right?) and. Valentina Cortese appearing as an 
aging film star. Day for Night was· filmed on the 
French Riviera and was well-received at the 
prestigious Cannes Film Festival in 1973. 
WICB-TU·- 7:00 NEWS SCENE Rich Turkel and Nick Drinker 
report local and national news, and Frank Cuce 
- _, Well, there won't be an issue of The Ithacan 
next.week, and. the olq calendar on· the wall says 
that Thanksgiving vacation is coming up. Ithaflicks 
resume on Thursday, Dec. 4 and Fri., Dec. 5 with a 
thriller in 3-D:. called Eyes of Hell. TJie 
Saturd.ay-Sundaj, feature. that .weekend. will be_ 
Franco ZeffereUi's great_ film of the all-time 
Shakespearean. classic;. Romeo ~d Juliet. You'll 
have to wait three weeks.to find out more on these, 
though; I'm. heading for the theatres ba~k_home ... 
Mo.vie Guide 
-· 
THIS WEEKE~D'S ,GUIDE:_, 
Claudine, Thursday at 9:30 p.m.,-Friday at 7 and 
9:30; 75 Ce!).tS, 
Day for Night, Saturday" and Sunday at 7 and 9:_30 
p.m.; $1.00.. · 
SAB Prese.;, ts: -
A VERY SPECIAL WEEK ON 
CHANNEL6 
/ NOV, 18-20 
7 :45 NEWS SCENE - your show for national, local, 
and campus events. 
8:00 WE CAME IN PEACE - The story behind 
1969's historic moon flight, from the fantasies of' 
Jules Verne to the ·world-shaking landing by 
Armstrong and Aldrich. 
8:45 -IT HAPPENED ONE DAY 1.N NOVEMBER · 
a shockfng new theory behind the assasination · of 
· Pres. John F. Kennedy. 
9:00 ·FLASH G.ORDON · (Tuesday and Thursday 
only) 
SKDNG PARK CITY · a skier's paradise i!!_ __ 
beautiful· P_ark- City Utah. (Wed. only) -
9:30 ERIC CLAPTON AND CRE~M- recorded in 
i968, Cream's farewell concert. Nostalgia at its 
best; a classic. 
10:15 NEWS SCEN~ -a r~cap of the day's events. 
'- . 
Who Killed JFK? 
T-1,,ursda_y.Novem be,:.13 
,M,ain The~'t::JDill_iJ!l{ham Center .. 
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covers sports. ' 
7:30 VICTORY AT SEA A history of the Navy's 
involvement in World War IL 
I 
8:00 BATTLE OF THE CENTURY 
8:30 .lTHACA TIMEPIECE 
9:00 ARE YOU OVERWEIGHT? 
--, 
9:30 POST-SEASON PREVIEW A special about 
the LC. Bombers football. team with interviews 
with team members and highlights from all the 
season's games. Mike Whittemore is host. 
10:00 NEWS SCENE A wrap-up of local and 
national news. 
10:15 ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE Jim Cirona talks 
about the United Way with Frank Carpan~ 
Recipe #456. 78cR 
THE 
TA.Xco _Fizz: 
* 2 oz'. Jose Cuervo Tequila . 
* Juice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.) 
* 1 tsp. sugar , 
* 2 dashes orange bitters 
* White of one egg 7.i,_, .. 
* A glass is quite he_lpful, too. 
-
,· 
. -~ . : .~ 
... Henderson WEEKLY MENU 11/13-11/21 .. 
After his three day study, 
·Henderson refused to place lhc , 
blame. pn any one person, "It's 
much too complex. fot 'that" lie . .. ' 
(continued from page 1) the problems,' "There aren't any said. Howeve~ the observer did Th~sday,_ll/ta 
was termed ·"a radical ·recom- easy answers."· he commented, ·note that "perssonnel problems 
mendation". "We would like to and emphasized the fact that any more often than not are a matter 
recommend that we get a new change must take place over a of human relations." 
Director of Personnel" the em- period of time. A major help that was found 
ployee stated Jirmly: Henders~n by Henderson was the seeming, 
responded, "That is not the first Lay-offs willingness on the part of the 
time I have heard that." · staff to make the ,ystem (Staff 
Henderson, currently the Hard pressed to discuss the Council, the grievance. proce-
Vice President of Business and specific issue of the lay-offs of dure) work. ·"Peopl~ are wiling 
Eleanor Whitted and Chris 1 h k Finance at Agnes Scott College to go to great engt s to wor 
in Georgia, defined his role here Bro\Yn and the resignation of through those channels." Hen-
f h. Joyce Hurd, Henderson would d b d as trying "to fcrr,et out or 1m erson o serve . 
(President Whalen) what the only admit, "As much.as I can tell His job ·was made very 
Lunch 
Bacon, Lettuce and Toniato-
Sandwich 
Tuna and Egg Salad Hoagie 
Fruit Cold Plate 
Beeg Pot Pie with Pastry 
Topping 
Dinner 
· Corned Beef and Cabbage 
El Rancheros and Grilled 
Chopped Steaks .. 
Fish Croquettes facts seem to be." He admitted Uio_se facts (refering to the complex, he stated, because 
that his report may not be able to article on The Ithacan last week) . "What I'm dealing with is Friday, 11/14 
call for any sur~-fire solutions to seem to be valid." perceptions of ·people, a lot can 
.---------------------------'\ be supported by fact but much is 
UNUSUAL Gl'FTS conceptions of individuals. The important thing is that there is a problem; whether related to fact 
the iron &hop 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
or whether related to perception 
it's a problem the institution 
212- s101 must deal with." 
Lunch 
Pizza / 
Chicken Rice Casserole 
Meat Roll-Up SAiad Pia~~ . 
Humbo Jumbo 
-Make Your Own Sandwich 
Bar 
A· Little _Ticket Brin9s a Lot of Sunshine 
/ 
BBNBFl'I' PBB'JIIBBB 
for the 
Rod SerUng Professorship Fund 
Tuesday 
- Novo 18 
·Neil S~mon's "The Sunshine Boys" 
co-staninQ Richard B_~njamin 
. . , 
Metro-Goldwyn Mayer.p~sent$ s Ray St ark Product,on_of <t Herbert Ross rr1m 
-
' 
Tickets a,-e available bel{inninR· November 7: 
' - . / 
. . ' 
Mayers Smoke Shop -
~illard Str'aiRh_t 
and Egbert Un·ion 
-, . 
I -
Dinner - . 
Swiss Steak with 
- Vegetables · · , · 
Roy's Baited Fish 
Meatball Sandwich 
Saturday, 11/~5 
Lunch 
Fresh 
Hot Meatloaf Sandwich 
Manager's Choice 
Kathy's Waffle (waffle, ham, 
tomato, cheese) 
Fruit Plate with Turkey 
Roll-up 
Dinner~ 
Baked Chicken 
Roast Top Round Au J us 
Cheese Omelet -
Brunch 
Brunch' 
Sunday, 11/16 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fried Eggs ' 
Pancakes 
Sausage 
Lox 
Cream Cheese 
Bagels 
Lettuce, Tomato, 
Tray _, 
Cold Cut Tray 
Dinner 
Veal Parmesan 
Onion 
Beef Stroganoff .o_yer Noo-
dles -
Knockwu{st and Sauerkraut 
Monday, 11/11 
Lunch 
Grilled Reuben 
Chili Fritos 
Fruit Plate with Cottage 
Cheese 
Omelet 
Dinner 
Meatloaf 
Spaght:ltti and M~atballs 
Batter. Fried Perch . 
Desserts 
Ice Cream Excursion (cones) ' 
Tuesday, 11/18 
Lunch 
Fishwich 
Shepherd's Pie 
Julienne Salad Bowl 
Hot Dogs with SAuerkraut 
Dinner , 
SAGA Super Salad Bar 
Special Vegetables and Pies 
Cheese Steak Hoagies 
Chinese Pepper Steak 
Grilled Pork Chops 
Wednesday, 11/19 
Lunch 
Hamburgers with French 
Fries 
Tuna Noodle Csserole 
Banana Split Cold Plate 
Pastrami on Rye 
Dinner-THANKSGIVING SPE -
CIAL · 
Appetizers 
·Salads ·' 
Roast Tur~ey with .A, "pple 
and Raisin Dressing 
Baked Turbot with White 
Wine Sauce 
Baked Ham 
Thursday, 11.(20 '" 
Lunch~ • 
Grilled Cheese Sandwich 
$panish Macaroni 
Cold Meat Plate or COid · 
Meat Sandwich . 
Make Your Own Sandwich 
Bar - Meatballs and Cold Cuts 
' Dinner ·, · ·· . . 
, Breaded Veal ,Cµtlet. with 
, Spanish or Mushroom Sau~e · · 
-Grilled Baoy Beef Li~r with· 
Sauteed Onions . . . ,, . 
~; -: ' . :-::--- . Pizza · 
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[continued.from page SJ 
can Association- of1 University the tenured quota level. There 
Professors to retain professors, was.a "strong reaction" from the 
tenured or not. __. , faculty there,- according to ·Ms. 
In the meantime, the Tenure Knapik, that such a proposal was 
Ms, Knapik and her commit-
tee will make a modified report 
and hope to get copies to faculty 
.members be~ore Thanksgiving. Committee is compiling the fac- -- not fair .. -- -. -- , 
ulty feedback and _revising their 
initial report. 'I'he mQdified ver-
sion will be submitted to the 
Faculty Council.at their Decem-
ber 2 meeting. The Board of 
Trustees will ~e making a 
decision concerning tenure at 
their February mel;)ting. 
One of the commitee recom-
mendations which received con-
siderable discussion ·was, that of 
all new faculty being liired on 
two . year renewable contracts. 
"No one should be hired with the 
expectation·_ of receiving tenure 
-for the next ten ye~··-''. said the 
repork 
· The recomme·ndation contin-
ued, "Any ·new faculty member 
can, however, expect to continue 
at the College with r_egularly 
renewed contracts as long· as 
his/her perfo~ance is compe-
tent-and the position justified." 
Criticisms were centered 
aro:und ~aried topics. On~ faculty 
member suggested that ,newer 
members may have the "newer 
knowledge" but -not the. experi-
ence. 
Perhaps the mor~ serious 
criticism of this system w.?._s that 
it would establish a two-party 
class system among the faculty. 
It would "set up a system where 
a small minority will be in a 
tenuous position and the rest of 
us will be secure," reflected 
Kur lander. -
The consensus reached at 
the second open meeting, at noon 
on Monday, was that- the con-
tract possibility would not _ be 
warmly received. Cont~nuation 
of 'the pres~nt policy' was favo-. · 
red, 'and evidence-is both ·needed 
an_d wanted ' that . the present 
system is in fact, bad. 
At the Tuesday night mee-
ting, the quota system '·and 
evaluations were heartily discus-
sed. -
Ms. Knapik referred to the 
system at Union Collge, where 
the Board_ of Trustees imposed 
Evaluation of tenured pro-
fessors every three years was 
also suggested by the Commit-
tee. These evaluations would be 
used for the improvement and 
guidanc~- of faculi;y-members, 
since it is considered virtually 
1 impossible to dismiss a tenured 
. faculty member under AA.UP 
· guidelines, to which the College · -
adheres. 
Sport Trivia Answers 
. [Photo by: Vann Weller) 
Tenure Committee Chairperson Betsf Knapik 
See initial recommendation~s page 7 
Pre-registration for Spring 76 is over and the 
cooperation we received from both the students 
and faculty was outstanding. Thanks. 
You will have an option for registration next 
January. If you preregistered and the schedule 
you receive in December is ,acceptable to you (at 
least until classes begin and the drop/add period 
starts) you won't have to go to registration if you 
send your I.D. card along with full payment of your 
Spring 76 bill to the Bursar by January 7, 1976. 
You would pickup your validated I.D. in the 
Registrar's Office in accordance with a schedule 
that will- be published later. Classes will begin 
Tuesday, January 13th. 
Fall Semester grades will not be mailed_ to your 
home address until Tuesday, January 6, 1~?6, 
Last day for turning in drops this semester is 
Friday,-N:~>Vember 21, 1975. They must be signed 
and turned into the Registrar by 5 pm on the 21st. 
In The Crossroads 
SUNDAY NIGHT: Donna Herb' .. . 
folk/r~ singer ... 9 p.m.-12 midnite .. . 
Admission is free. 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT: 
' The Jazz-Rock Sounds of OM (the 
Sounds of the. Universe) .. ~Scott Castle, 
tenor sax, ~larinet, flute, percussion .. . 
Charles Roth, bass guitar, double bass .. . 
Jeff Young, electffc piano, piano, alto sax, 
percussion ... AI Hartland, dtums ... 9 p.m:-
12 midnite ... Coffee will be served ... 
AdQ1ission is free. 
... Concert Cancelled_ 
(continued.from page·ll ~ Murray then said Colin 
Young's promoter, who also 
dent Activities at St. Lawrence handled Koie pulled an "I'll-
University, there appears to be a teach-you-a ess~n type of 
discrepancy with the concert stunt", and ncelled the Kottke 
dates. "d K t k h d concert sched led for November Mur:ray sa1 o t _e a 15. 
been under contract with St. As it staqds now, David 
Lawrenc~ fort.he date 0 ~.Novem- Bromberg will be playing at St. 
ber 15 smcc early September, Lawrence University on Novem-
and only cancelled that engag~· her 15,' and the Ben Light Gym 
ment on Nov· 1. • Metauro said w1ll be deVoid of music on that 
they got . the verbal okay for date. , 
Kottke about three weeks ago, Refunds for Kottke-Brori1-
when,. according to Murray, he berg tickets will be given 10 a.m. 
was still booked at St. L~wrence. to 4 p.m. in the Office of Campus 
II d h. St Activities on the second floor of 
~ottke cance e 1s · the Union. 
Lawrence performance and the The Bureau is planning 
cancellation at St. Lawren~e wa~ another concert on December 6. 
a type of revenge, according tc At press time they would not 
Murray. St. La~rence hac release the name of the prospec-
scheduled Jesse Cohn Young foi tive performer, as the signed 
November 1, and the school hac contracts were still in the mail. 
to pull out of the contract. 
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-3 RockieA756 
Cosentini 
Shoes 
On a class by itseDf since iJ920 
Two locations 
@130 Ithaca Commons 
ocommunity Corners on 
!Handshaw· Road 
ANSWER 1: Frank Maho-
volich, Pete Stemkowski; Garry 
Unger arid · the NH~ rights to 
Carl Brewer were traded from 
Toronto to Detroit - for Paul 
Henderson, Norin Ullman, Floyd 
Sinith and Doug Barrie.· Smith is-
the Coach of the Buffalo Sabres. 
Stemkowski is·a_Ranger,. Unger 
is a member of the~'8t:'-Louis · 
Blues .. · Everyone eise is in the 
·WHA.-
-Grandoe takes _away the __ chi lls ... 
'Popcorn' a·crylic .co-ordiknits 
. · . ~NSWER ~: Espo;i~~ Fred ~ 
Stanfield and. Ken ·Hodge-were 
tr"aded·to Boston for Jack Norris, . 
'Gilles Marotte and Pit Martin. 
Norris is now - in the WHA. ., · 
Marotte is now a Ranger. 
= . 
ANSWER-3: Mike:-Walton 
-and BJ11ce ·Gamhie. - Walton)s· 
-no~~ the .WHA,. 
•' 
:ANSWER · 4: -Terry· 
Sawchuk.' .. -· 
~:!'. ANSWER-5: .F~ed_ O'Don:': 
nell (now .. in ·:WHA)· and Chris-, 
Oddleifson>'·.: "·. ~._ ·,: .. __ ., _ 
" ' .. -;- -~ .. ' 
', 
. . . . ~ - .. 
' I• • ,' '; J • ':;'.; ' .•' ,• ·,~,,,·" • • '•i :, 
.. ' . __ .\:; \": ·-.---.·,·-.·,-·, ,,'_-,·. -. ' . 
.. -~~~ .~ .. ';. ··- . '. ,.. ~ ,' . ~ ,..:. . 
I' 
/ 
~:.:: .. :_' .• '{:-:...-•. :· ::..,i,:;_:.~_-· - :·: :. '.' 
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', 
o navy o natural 'o burgundy 
, o denim o atlantic blue o cedar fire 
--· o pumpkin o lvy green 
·-' Just choose· a beret, cuff cap or brimmer ... pick a pair 
of mittens and scarf to match and you're ready for the 
··blust,r-Y di;iys. Fashioned by Gran~oe in color match_ed 
100% Creslan acrylic, completely washable. One size 
stretches to fit. -
/ 
mittens 3.50 
beret 4.00 
cuff cap 4.00 
scarf 6.00 
brimmer 6.00 
OPEN 
MONDAY• SATURDA.Y 
8:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M. 
• 
.... , 
r 
't', n C", .~.~:·, :::1 ,'Jlitn~.~o"1i. ·.n~l'iJ'l ''l"ni 
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C/,assified ads are free for the,' Ithaca 
College community and must be submitted in 
writing by 4 pm Tuesday preceding Thy,rsday 
publication, Classified ads are $2.00 per thirty 
words per insertion for all those outside the 
College community. Due to the avail.ability of 
space, free personal classifieds will be printed 
on a first-submitted, first-printed basis. 
FOR SALE: Layfeyette LA-750 CI~ r€~=d~ 
Ride wanted to Poughkeepsie or 
vicinity for weekend of Nov. 14 -
return Nov. 16. Would' greatly 
appreciate the ride. · Must get 
home for weekend! Please call 
Robert x3660 or 273-9761. 
Ride Needed Desperately to 
D.C. Will share expenses. 
Please call Kathy x586, 273-9544. 
My name is Betsy. I typed this 
classified. There aren't any 
mistakes. I also type papers 
without mistakes for only 75 
cents a page. Call me at x594 or 
· 273-9549. ' 
Buy your stereo wholesale. Big 
discounts on 50 major brands. 
AU products fully guaranteed, 
and in factory-sealed boxes. Call 
Dave evenings at 273-2288. 
Bob X783 
If New York City defaults it 
- won't affect my prices. They'll 
still only be 75 cents a page. Call 
Betsy at x594 or 273-9549. 
Sherwood 7100A Receiver, Exe. 
condition, 20 W /Channel, Call 
273-0709. 
For Sale- BSR-McDonald Stereo 
8-Track Player model TD85-2/3. 
Value S55, got on sale for !30, 
vours for $20. Call Bob, Room 
51! E. Tower, x635 or 273-9755. 
To The Swede and The Connecti-
cut Yankee, , 
The way you guys go at it, 
you make rabbits look sterile. 
, Love-
Jack Benny and Johnny Carson 
Twilly D1 
Well, we finally made one 
·year. I promise ru never stop 
Aaybody WU.ting to ii counting. 
elllarpmeaa of ltlaaean_ - Love Always, 
sn,laaeanattaha~~;. LS 
the ..... el&eat-·.i,, 
flldMda)~. 
For Sale: 
Your fairy god-boa constrictor 
[constrict, constrict) 
Northface down sleeping Steve and Marty would like to 
bag 1-10) camptrails backpack thank Ed, Sam, Liz, Doug, Josh,. 
and frame, and Zenith 19" Black Scott, Caryn, Rob, and Corlyn, 
and White TV. Call Craig upon last night's completion of 
272-2154 or 277-0572 o'r come by shouting. 
the Fine Arts Building. 
Fly By Night Films 
Come With Us· 
to the So_viet Union 
Cornell Wii1tersession Trip 
to Leningrad and Moscow 
_ December 29-January 12 
Russian 492 (Russian culture) 3 Credits-no prerequi-
1 sites, open to all-Alice Stone Nakhimovsky, Instructor } 
t --(also H. Peter Kahn, history of art, if 30 or more regi- I 
~ ~ 
:=:= ster) ==~, 
t Highlights· Rub/ev and Tretyakov galleries )//i 1 · · . ;::,1::; gold lleasUry) I 
Kremlin 
Palaces at Pushkin and Pavlovsk 
-Ballet 
Lecture topics will include 18th century Russian society, 
icons, and the history of Leningrad, the -Kremlin a~d the 
, I 
. 
-
.. ·•, -,, t!! · G' ~ r&~ .J... ~ -
·• l -, ",C• .. ~ •:_. - - r~ "'.!~ -·t;'"...., .-4 .,,,. ~ ... -4 
,. ,- ·- · . -·· Dear.,Kanite-Mani- ,.-, 
Walter- , _ Coogr.atulation for .EARN· 
9 more days to.go- ,Let's go. IN~ YO~. ~~LE B~LT. 
see a porno ffick on Times Square , You were really great! rm proud 
- could anything gross us out of you!! · 
after the first one? Love, K. Wollll\° 
Love, Sexie Sadie [with the . 1 
weird laugh] 
To RCS-
I'm really gonna miss ya! So 
will Bonnie and Linda! W ns it 
"G.KKI Enough?" Hope· sol!! 
Love,SBS 
MG, 
Cowboy-J. has hie eye on 
that·chestnut mare. Won't-ya 
please let him heat up his 
branding iron? 
Dear T.A., 
I would appreciate knowing 
why it's_ not a jack-handle? It 
sure works like one! I'll be 
awaiting your reason. 
Love, T.T. 
Dear Pete. 
45 -cent -cokes are right up 
my alley. But you owe me so 
many, _will you ever pay up?_ 
Love, Pumpkin L~y 
Dear Hawkeye, 
,,,. . ' . 
,----~·-............ __ "",_ _______ t 
' ' . 
-Selunance. yoor~o~a of 150,000 
-pairs_ oi goldfiSh:~'ipived and 
is awaiting your· plcll-up at the 
Udivereify, -Dell.:<" '-Please note 
that your request 'tor· 6. cases of 
Miracle G~ •-been .denied. 
-Richard MinOI'. ,- ·:. ~f1'.l.le loves, 
you! · 
,, January orientation commi~ee 
meeting Wednesday, Nov. 19; 
4:30- Demotte Room 
Tired of these? "Let's just- be 
friends ..• ",-"You can stay over if 
___ you sleep on your side of the 
bed ... ", , "Tell him :_rm not here 
[when you call] ••• ", You're not in 
a Fraternity???. Tired of all the 
Half ol the flying_ cowboy 
bros. What's going on here? Po _; 
you sit up nights }hinking these 
up? "Take a breat", would·_ 
active and passive nonsense 
practiced by desirable target 
females (DTF's] in the college 
community? U you've had it join 
"l.(F.]G.N.O.R.E." 
Dear Andy and Paul, _ 
My life is worth living again 
knowing that you love me. You 
two are appreciated also. 
Betsy [part of the campus] 
.. 
I have an idea! Why not have the 
Administration consult the 
Bureau of Concerts on the 
schedule for test week. Maybe 
they ~uld get that cancelled too! 
J.A.P: J.A.P. 
Who's there? 
---An I.C. male. 
Well, if you're not a Cornell, 
upperclassman, -then don't both· 
er me, I'm busy. 
To a creep on the first floor• ---
"You're no good" 
From I'm no better. ---
To whom it may concern- • 
"Matchmaker, matchmaker, 
make us a match ... got any other 
available friends? 
KCS and SBS 
Woody Allen, wherever you are · 
I LOVE YOU! 
Love and kisses, a ,fan 
Ls, 
The First of Many. 
Love-
you!?!?!??? 
Luv, Bean 
J.A.P., J.A.P., 
Who's there? 
Your date. We're going to the 
snack bar, then to the pub. 
No. You're going to tak~ me 
to Turbacks, then to Simeon's. 
MUFFIE-
COME HOME 
-A LANDONIAN 
"IGNORE the FEMALE GEN-
. D~R NOW OR REPENT EVER" 
For information write to: 
l.[F.)G.N.O.R.E._ 
159 W. 33rd St. Suite 805 
New York, N.Y._ 10001 
Betsy-
Your tirelllss efforts are 
appreciated by the "lower" mem-
bers of the staff, too! You're 
okay, kid - now GET BACK TO 
WORK! 
J.B. 
To: Peppermint Parry Bauwr Dec, 2 and 3rd at Senior 
, The revolution bas brought qtizen_ Center, 213 S. -G~eva 
-us this far; Where anyone with a St. 9-4:30. Great place to 
gun can be a ,star. Just shoot ·-chrietmae shop, all handmade 
someone important, what have goods. · 
you got to lost? You've go~ even 
more_ to gain-- J!ki&e!tiiig in'._~hEf:,:: :,, ;~ · ··>-); ':: ·,:/ ,:i' ~- ,.:'. ~ · 
news. - -Dear·Jodt, ' - · ·· • · · 
Dr. Denton Better late than never? 
, When you're working here, then, -
Bambi: Howe bout Satur~ay you'll gel more. · 
nite? : · ·' " · LibrartCommitteer 
Gumby ' .. ,,, ,, ·:-,:, 1-,,, _-,_ , 
Butterbunny-
. "Let's Spend The Night 
Together, now I need you more 
than ever ... " or. -would you 
prefer to go 'dancing cheek to 
cheek? 
Kushie: Tushie 
Dear Mom and Dad: 
Thanks for coming up on 
Parents Weekend, it was so.good 
to see you. I bought some 
albums with the money you gave-
me, could you send me another 
check, !700 should do. 
Your daugb~r. Janet 
Twill Jay - We dig your BODY! 
117 
MISTER DONUT 
Featl)rit:,g/ 
The Best of Coffee 
'· in Town 
MIS'l:8r 209 SOUTH MEADOW 
Donut, and the VILLAGE GJEEN 
-OPEN 24 HOURS at COMMUNITY CO~NER 
I \ 
Dear Neighbor, 
Thanks for all the 'mail'. 
' When ar~ ___ you going -to ' start 
again. -
'End of the hall 
Jody, my dearest, 
· I love you but· never knew 
you cared for me. 
Bud 
Halloween Prankstor; 
Thanks for moving my car -
how about money to fix the door. 
--
989-CLI 
NIVERSITY 'DELICATESSEN 
,, - ~~O College 'Ave-~ -. , -· _, --. . . .--
SNACKS COLLEGETOWN- SUBS 
CIGARETTES 
CANDY 
ICE CREAM-
_ ·BAGELS <-- _ 
. . ~. 
'FRUIT 
YOGURT 
I f ~!i ~:-::c::5:wd ::~m::: I 
f tion from NY, hotels, meals,' and tuition-and fees. .- llf 
~if Further information and: remstration forms; Extramural · t . -. 
fJ . Division, 105 Day Hall, 256-4987. - ,, - . · . f 
-tO~COF.Ff.E 
OPEN~24 
HOURS I - -'' ' . -
¥: ::: . :.-::;:-: ... :.,:....:: : ......... ::o :: * •.• :::·': •=z=:: :.-..~· -=< ...... ~ ..• ,• ...... ·:u ............... -,y;::-:;::•~:::: ... _.-.:,v·~:; ' 
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Sp~-rt.s.-Trivi·a Quiz· 
··-:.: . I . I I . I· I. 
~aveyolf 
from cancer. 
1 Have.you; ~actor ~i;~ you a complete health checkup · 
every year. 
2 !f you're a man or woman. over 40, make sure tl:iat 
checkup includes a procto exirn. _ 1 
3 If you're a woman make sure it includes a simple,, 
casy·Pap test, , 
4. If you're a won:ian make sure you examine your 
breasts once a month. 
' . . 
5 Ask your dentist to check your mouth when he checks 
}'our _teeih. " · 
6 \lv'hen ~ou're ~ut in the sun 1.."0ver up and use·screening 
lotion. 7 Don't smoke cigarettes. 
These seven safeguards ar~ 
·saving lives every day. 
They're easy to follow. 
'\ ... . . ~ . .. . . . . l.' 
:_ 'By George Goodman 
The ~w York Rangers and 
the Boston ;Bruins· completed a 
surprising and unforseeable 
trade _ this past Friday. The 
Rangers traded -their captain 
Brad Park, center Jean Ratelle 
· and minor league defenseman 
Joe Zanussi to the Boston Bruins 
· for Phil Esposito and Carol ' 
Vadnais. This week's quiz will 
concern major hockey -trades in 
the last twenty years. 
QUESTION 1: 1In March of 
1968, The Detroit Red Wings and 
the Toronto .Maple Leafs com-
pleted an eight man trade. One 
of the players involved was 
\ Garry Unger. Name the other 
seven players. (Hint:._ Three of 
the four players traded to 
Toronto are now in the WHA. 
, The fourth is presently a coa,ch in 
the NHL.) -
QUESTION 2: Phil Espo-
sito started in the Chicago Black 
Hawks organization but in 1967 
he was traded to the Boston 
Bruins in one of the. most 
lobsided trades in the NHL. 
Name the other five players 
involved. Two more were traded 
to Boston while Chicago received 
three players. (HINT: Only one 
of the players ·traded· · 
Hawks retnain!I with t 
of the other 'ones is a· 
the remaining .one • 
WHA.) 
QUESTION 3: 
phia's star goaltender is 
ly being employed by th 
for the second time. 
Flyers drafted him from 
in the NHL Expansion Dr 
was traded to Toronto. 
the two players the 
received besides - the Dr 
choice. (HINT: There is ano 
goalie involved wbo is 
and a player who led the' 
points in 1973-74.) 
QUESTION 4: Boston,. 
tain, John Bucyk, began i 
Detroit Red Wing organiza 
In 1957 he was involved in 
for one trade with his pr 
team. Name this player. ( 
This late goaltender lead 
NHL in career shutouts 
103.) 
QUESTION 5: In 197 
Boston Bruins traded· fo 
couver's Bobby Schmautz.", 
the two players Boston g~ · 
(HINT: One of the play 
with the Oanucks while t 
player jumped to the 
The next life they save could 
be your own. Sports Quiz answers on page II 
American I 
Cance~ Society t . 
---------------------
Movies in···l·tha·ca 
Temple - Mahogany (PG): The rags-to-riches story 
of a fashion. model, portrayed by Diana Ross, who 
leaves dreariness in .~he ghetto and finds happiness 
in jet-set Italy. Among her devoted fellows are 
Billy Dee Williams, Anthony Perkins and Jean-
Pierre Aumont. 7:00, 9:00 pm. 1 
'Cinema - Ends Tonight (Thurs.): Alice ·Doesn't 
Live Here Anymore (PG): Ellen Burstyn received 
an Oscar for her portrayal of a widow who hits the 
road with .her teenaged son to try and make it as a 
singing waitress. 7:00, 9:0.Q _p-:m. ~ 
Starts Tomorrow (Fri.): Jock Peterson (R): 
·Isn!t he one,of.the LC. Bombers? [Please, guys, we 
were just kiddin' around ... ) Seriously though, this 
is not a Walt Disney production. 7:00, 9:30' p.m. 
Ithaca - When the North ·wind Blows (G): In the 
tradition of other winners like Broth~r of the Wind, 
Vanishing Wilderness l!,nd Cry of the Wild, this-is a· 
wildlife film.· If there's any sewage in the area,.__,-·--------- .. 
you'd better hope that ~ind-blows south. 7:00, 9:00 
p..m. 
State - Ends Tomorrow: Fantasia (G): Now, this' 
one is a W;.i.lt Disney production, and a remarkable 
- one at that. An animated dazzler, punctuated by 
magnificent music and a guest appearance by one 
Mr. Mickey Mouse. 7:00, 9:00 p.m. , 
272-1950 272-1950 ·, 272-1950 272-i950 272-1954' ~ 
. -PIRRO'S ~~ 
Only at 
109 S. Cayuga St. 
Imp. 
Imp. 
Imp. 
Imp. Provolone Cheese 
Imp. 
Imp. 
Greek Halvah [Vanilla & Almonds) 
Taramas [Fish Roe) Sl.19/lb. 
···-10.Fo-··!>~1:9~0 Romano Cheese $2,5&/lb. TaramosaJata ·8 oz. = S.95 
Taramosalata 15 oz. = $1.80 
·- -----. ,,.: 
lntp. Galamata Olives · SI1S1in:-' 
Imp. Green Cracked Olives Sl.15/lb. 
Imp. Sicilian Olives Sl.15/lb. 
Imp. Gaeta Olives $2,39/lb. 
Imp. Sardio~s in Olive Oil $1.99/lb . 
Imp. Sardines in Salt $1.59/lb.,, 
Imp. Olive Oil 14 Brands to Choose From) 
\ 
Imp. Authentic Greek Honey 
Imp. Greek Coffee (3 Brands to Choose From) 
Vine Leaves [For Stuffed Grape Leaves) 
Fillo (For Your Pastries) 
Imp. Sage Imp. Oregano Imp. Tahioi 
ONLYATGREG'S 
And Something for the First Time in Ithaca: ONLY AT GREG'S 
/ 
r 
Imported Italian-Spaghetti and Egg Noodles 
. Greek Spaghetti - Egg Noodles and Pasta 
~lta Genoa Salami [Hard) · ·- · · -
Pavone Genoa S_~ [Hard) 
Pepperoni iitalian Star} . , 
. .. 
Presutto (The _Real Italian) 
~apicolli [The Real 'Itali_!ml 
' 
. Mortadella [The Real Italian) 
Frozen Italian Silver Star Products. 
Ravioli [cheeze) 
Shells 
Manicotti 
Gnocchi 
Cavatelli-
ALSO: -Wfi~ie Wheat [by Pound} 
~racked Wheat (By _Pound) Kosher Meats 
.· ,·,,·,· .. ··,·, · .. · ,···, ·,.· ·.·. • ... ·.·· ··.•··· · ... ·. 
· .. -.. ·· :•.• .. ···.·.··,.·. ···:-;-'"-;,:,:· ... -:·.,:.-... ::·,•. 
J.' 
. ',".I 
n eo 
takes the most practice" contin-
ued Al, "it's a team effort where 
everyone has to be together. 
Football is probably the most 
dangerous sport also." 
Al is from the lthca area and 
2"CAS1S 
COLDBIIR 
Discount Price& 
0 Groceries • Kegs 
Party Supplies • Ice 
UNITID Ci.All 
122 N. Aurora,St. 
Open Daily till 10 p.m. 
--.· : ~ .: 
-- ~.C. Field Hockey 
EndBe~so~ 4 · 5 ~ 2-
With the 4-2 victory over 
nell 1ast.!I'uesday, the Ithaca 
ege Women's.Field Hockey 
fmished with· a 4-5-2 
Jr_d. . 
because of graduation this year. 
One· of the strongest defensive 
I 
·:, -1. 
-~·; .11· ... 
• {: ' • •,• •.!~ • 
. 
... 
. . 
·p· .. _.:, . .. :-'. 
· .ower-
.>Plaf 
't 
I 
By now it's an old story·that 
trade of last ·week. You know, 
the . one_ where Esposito and 
Vadnais_ went to the land of 
"possible default." . Beantown 
fans went speechless over the 
The -Bombers· were quickly 
ng 2-0 after ten minutes of 
· But- Mary "Satch" Alger 
ee Dee Mayes scored to tie 
atch at 2 by halftime .. 
ith ten·· minutes gone in 
econd period, captain Tina 
a scored to put the home 
ahead for good. Alger 
an · insurance '.. goal nine_ 
es later. Goaltender Joan 
· ··tz played another . fine 
~topping six shots. 
· players, Debbie : Tefft, and 
Rightwing Margaret Davis· are -
the two starters-that are being 
lost. Teresa Martin, · Maria 
Hutsick and Ellen Steege will 
also be missing from the team 
n~xt year. Martin played . left 
wing, Davis was a goaltender, 
and Steege occupied the left 
halfback position. On next year's 
teain ,there '\}P.ll only be two 
Seniors on it. __ 
_Improved Player Award 
. loss of Esposito; .~their scoring 
hero. But, Boston didn't exactly 
make out terribly . with Park, 
Ratelle and ZanussC Most trades -
can't b~ judged until. two . years 
after. they're made. ·, This one is 
no exception; . .': .. After-the trade ~-
was 'mad~. the··Rangers:appoint-· 
ed. Phil ·Esposito their captain.-.;-
By doing this they passed up long 
time R;inger Stalwart Rod Gil-
bert. The. reason - Rangers got 
·· Espo as much for his leadership 
The team, for the first time, as his' goal scorin~ prowess~ · 
.. voted for a most improved player 
award. This year's winner is Basketball Banter 
Nancy Owens:. Coach Kostrinsky . 
also cited Jo-Anne Melone, full- A.B.A. San Diego Sails 
back Janet Delong, and ·the folded today· thus making. them 
forward line of . captain Tina fourth A.B.A. franchise irf the 
ach Doris Kostrinsky in--- Kleeb~: De~.- Dee· Mayes ~d, history of the lea~e to fold. 
· ing this past season Mar.y Satch Alger ·as playing These . ex-teams mclude, The 
.many respects this was a consistently well. This was the Floridians, Pittsburgh Condors 
ing year for us, particu-· first year that Mel~>ne started at and Baltimore ~laws. Pity po~r 
n d~fense. Even though center ha~ack. . ~rank Goldberg! He gave up a 
not give up many goals ·._- Kost~msky yvas ple~ed by first plac~ te_a!ll, a new arena and 
th d f th her teams performance m the a gold· mme m Denver to make s e en o e ear, we S · · · 
not scoring much because t~te Toll!°nament where they pro ball. m·--san . Diego (his 
fense was not initiating the fimshed third_: . She. fe!t"because hometown) go ........ Recmitly 
ofthe types of te~ms we played, talked. to Mitch Gerber -~st-
he season was not totally 
for the Bombers. One very 
bright spot, according to 
h Kostrinsky, was the per-
ance of goaltender Joan 
owitz. The Bombers lost 
r goaltender from last year 
ugh graduation and the 
minding spot was a big 
stion mark when the season 
-underway. . 
we had to play top-rate hockey to -ant Editor- of Buffalo Pa 
Qave -a winning record." -They ztne, a Buffaio sports bl 1n 
lost m~ny close games this ~ear Know who his·- favorlle l)lln 
and with some breaks the team playertowatchis? WaltFrazier. 
would have been a winning one. · They love him even in Buffalo 
' and they've got McAdoo," De-
TEAM SCORING: Gregorio and McMillan •.......•.. 
Dee Dee Mayes 
Mar.y ·"Satch" Alger 
Tina Klecha 4," · 
New. Orleans is red hot over 
8 GOALS .Jazz. Last year they didn't win 
7 " · · their fourth game until the 
Jo-Anne Melone '3" 
middle ·of January, this year they 
did 'it before Halloween. Pro-The Bombers .are going to 
e five players and two starters _ Debbie Tefft 1 " gress, eh? ...... . 
/Cornell Sails Past· ICBoatsmen 
, . ~ . '- - . ', . . .. . .. : . 
swic 
standable. The Ithaca College Sailing.· 
in sports, Al Club.raced- and .Jost against the. 
to be if he's go Cornell Varsity Saturday. Des-. 
PT· ealthy to a pite an array of ,:i; .,,i ~ ' · __. 
"Competition is healthy if-like nev<>'" . . . . e '. 
certan· extent. It's no vo • • avmg practiced as a. 
it's only going to team before, IC managed to give 
concern." says Al. "In acade- the big Red a run for their . 
mies there's a _lot of unnecessary money. The score after _the six 
competition." race, round-robin series ended 
Competition is in everything showed Cornell on top by just. 4- · 
we do but Al doesn't like to see and a half points, 41 to 45 and .a ... 
players dwell on that feeling of half (low point scoring system). 
power. He says "When you hit The days' i:acing started out 
someone,' no matter which sport with heavy ·winds gusting -to 
you're competing.in, no one likes around 30 miles per hout..JC had 
a cheap shot. When you hit theni trouble getting used to t~e . 
you want them to be able to get unresponsive 16-foot Grumman .. _ .,..-
, ..... ~· ...... , ... __ _ 
/ \. 
J 
' 
... 
back up." Al tries to play as hard Flyers. Both schools had .a I?0 at I k d if h. . h h . tneniseives 01 a yicLory. __ as he can but as clean as he can at flip in the -early going. But it · .00 e as .. t mgs mig _t -~_.ange The- low po·i·nt .ski"pper·s ~or -. · 
' m the third race when Jim De a· 
the same time. Ceasar' took a first- 11nd Josh' IC were Josh Goldman wfth .13 
~Ui!firt 
~lt~~I( .. r>~ A k' _· 
Students! Are You Planning To Ski T~fu'ter? 
• If you are, we think .)'.Ou'~ enjoy our· filcllities, . 
especially f,l_ince we have all of the ingtedients 
necessary to offer you a-fun-filled winter. Orie .W&f 
to have more fun is 4> purchase a Student S_eason 
Pass·. One year se_ason passes are available · 
November,, 1975~ Reme_mber, Greek Peak Seaso -
Pasa hoidJts save not only at Greek Peak, _l>ut ,at 
-Killington, Bristol Mountain and .Coclwgne Ski 
Areas,-Call us at .607-835-6111--or drop ~s:a Un~,.; 
.· %Greek Peak, lID2, Co~d; NY, 13045 .. We'd be 
happy to #use"·. "cular .n~.. · ·' 
Goldman followed with a second. and. three· quarters and Jim De 
The wind· slowed up consid- .Ceasar with·21 and three quart-
erably for. the next three races ers.' (three quarters for a f~t 
and IC had pro~lems playing·the pI1:1-ce, two for_,a second,· three for 
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Alabama 
By-Peter J. Talbot 
The Ithaca CollP,ge Bombers 
rolled to their second straight 
undefeated season with a 41-0 
victory over _RIT .- The win was 
Ithaca's eighth of the year and 
was their eigthteenth straight 
regular-season win. It was also 
the fifth shutout of the season 
which sets a new mark for the 
most shutouts in a season. 
The Bombers had the game 
well in hand when on their first 
offensive play Dave Pitzer burst-
ed. up the middle and· went 62 
yards for a touchdown. On the 
second possession, - it took only 
five plays before . Pit.?:er scored· 
his second touchdown on a 43 
yard romp; and with o~y 3:15 
minutes elapsed in the first 
quarter, Ithaca lead 14-0. 
It was a good day for the 
reserves as they played for more 
than half the game. Though 
.Pitzer didn;t see his usual 
amount of playing time, he had 
his best day of the year. He 
carried seven times for 156 yards 
and three touchdowns. 
The second half of the game 
was spent alternating quarter-
backs between Scott Thon and 
Nunzio Fazio. It was such a 
game that even fullback Al 
Howell got to play quarterback. 
With the recent play-off bid 
being .received and excep_ted, 
LC. football fans look ahead to 
November 22 when the Bombers 
"begin their quest for a return 
trip to Phoenix, Alabama, the 
Amos Alonza Stagg Bowl,- and 
the National Championship. 
Ithaca will not fmd out its first 
round opponent till Monday 
when the final standings are 
disclosed. 
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Think of football at Ithaca 
College and you think of Coach 
Jim Butterfield, Jerry Boyes, 
Ron DiMartino, Bill Bryant, 
Gary Bucci, but the team that 
these inen play on was not the 
only undefeated team at IC this 
year. 
The Junior Varsity Football 
team also ended its season 
undefeated with a perfect 6-0 
record" It was the first time the 
J. V .'s have gone undefeated 
since 1972. 
Coach Tim Faulkner, aided 
by graduate assistants Gabe 
Timpano and Tony D'Nunnzio, 
opened the season with an 11-7 
win over Cortland. Win number 
two came up in Albany with the 
score 10-6. Ithaca played Cort-
land again and won it, 18-13. In 
their fourth game Oswego State 
was on the losing end of a 35-7 
score. the next 'game proved to 
be a rout as the Bombers shut 
out Lock Haven 48-0. 
Coach Faulkner said the last 
game against Colgate· was the 
toughest even though Ithaca won 
17-0. Faulkner listed quarter-
back Scott Thdn, fullback Chris 
DuPuis, and guard Tom Burlin as 
this season's outstanding offen-
sive players. Faulkner was most 
pleased with his defense and he 
listed defensive end John Schie-
. mann, linebacker Dan Dougher-
ty and defensive back Curman 
Pet'rizzc as the reasons. · 
With ._the upcoming losses, 
through graduaiton, to the Var-
sity team, an undefeated J. V. 
team provides optimism for the 
Ithaca .College football stature. 
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